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vAbstract
This dissertation attempts to explore the complex interaction between transnational Chinese
female stardom and the current post-socialist Chinese ideological milieu through a case study
of Tang Wei’s stardom. While this study is informed by Western theoretical discourses about
star studies, it hopes to contribute to the growing scholarly terrain of celebrity studies and
Chinese culture studies.
Based on Richard Dyer’s (1979) “sociological-semiotic” approach , I will also draw on the
relevant theoretical discourses in the field of performance studies. The thesis employs Erving
Goffman’s notion of “social performance” (1959) and Richard Schechner’s concept of
“in-between identities” (1985) to position Tang’s on- and off-screen persona and performance
within and without the Chinese ideological context. By examining the vicissitudes of Tang’s
stardom (2006-2012), this dissertation reveals that there still exists the persistent influence of
patriarchal values, national discourses, Party-state’s power and Chinese female star’s
‘performance’ in the (re)constructing transnational Chinese female stardom.
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1Chapter 1 Introduction
This dissertation examines the complex relationship between transnational female stardom
and the operation of power in the recent Chinese context through a case study of film actress,
Tang Wei’s stardom. In the early twenty-first century, numerous mainland Chinese actresses
have risen to transnational stardom with the increased internationalization of film production.
Among these actresses, Tang Wei is a typical female star whose rapid fame has frequently
become entangled with sensitive issues involving the official ideology, sexuality, and
patriarchal values of contemporary mainland China.
As a renowned mainland Chinese female star, Tang’s career is worthy of study. In 2006, she
attracted public attention because she was cast in the lead role as Wang Jiazhi in Ang Lee’s
international film, Lust, Caution. After its release in 2007, Tang’s performance in three
sexually explicit scenes engendered heated debate regarding nationalism, sexuality, and
morality in the contemporary Chinese context. The controversy involving the filmic
representation of Tang’s body seems to exceed that of other Chinese female stars. Amidst the
controversy, Tang’s body was sexualized as an object of male desire. This consequently
became a contentious subject between conservative and liberalist ideology in the public
sphere. In 2008, China’s State Administration of Radio Film and Television (SARFT)
officially banned Tang’s public appearance, triggering another wave of debates concerning
state power and censorship, actors’ rights, sexual ethics, and feminism in the public sphere.
Consequently, Tang’s career was subject to substantial setbacks until she acted in the Hong
Kong movie, Crossing Hennessy, which was released in mainland China in 2010. Tang’s
stardom was revived through three coproductions (i.e., Late Autumn, Wu Xia, and Speed
Angles) in 2011, which was therefore called a “Tang Wei Year.”
The vicissitudes of Tang’s stardom epitomizes the complexity of recent transnational Chinese
female stardom. Regardless of the controversies surrounding her rise to fam,e, Tang’s stardom
has always been linked closely with crucial issues such as the ideological power of the state,
2male-dominated values, femininity, sexuality, nationalism, and transnationalism. This places
Tang’s stardom as an ideal case study to observe the intricate relationship and interaction
between transnational Chinese female stars and the current post-socialist Chinese ideological
milieu.
Tang Wei sets herself apart from other mainland Chinese female stars, such as Gong Li,
Zhang Ziyi, and Fan Bingbing in four aspects, according to differences between their career
trajectories. First, Tang’s fame stemmed from a transnational film, Lust, Caution, and prior to
this movie, Tang had little prestige among the public, nationwide and overseas. However,
other female stars, such as Zhang Ziyi and Gong Li, had portrayed critical roles in national
Chinese films and gained some popularity nationwide before they acted in transnational films.
Second, Tang is the only transnational Chinese performer who was banned by the SARFT
because of her explicit sex scenes. Although other actresses such as Zhang Ziyi and Fan
Bingbing have acted in sex scenes and subsequently incurred public censure, they were never
subjected to punishment and a ban order by the SARFT, and their careers had never been
undermined in mainland China. Third, Tang Wei has received awards and recognition for her
achievements mainly from regions outside mainland China, especially Hong Kong, Taiwan,
and South Korea. Her impressive characters are Wang Jiazhi in Lust, Caution and Anna in
Late Autumn, both female protagonists in transnational films. Prior to 2012, she has worked
exclusively with non-mainland Chinese directors, a feat that is unique to her. Finally, after she
was banned, the statements of the mainland Chinese audience, film reviews, and mass media
reports focused chiefly on Tang Wei’s career, her public image, and her social performance,
rather than on gossip regarding her love affairs. Most viewers began to stop their censure, and
gradually turned to express their sympathy and support for the actress-turned-victim Tang
Wei.
These characteristics specific to Tang’s stardom suggest that a study of Tang’s stardom may
shed light on our understanding of the current mainland Chinese media culture, the star
phenomena, ideological conflictsand negotiations. Interestingly, the elements specific to
3Tang’s stardom can reveal the tension or interactions between the transnational flow of female
Chinese stars and Chinese ideological discourses or state authority more obviously than other
mainland Chinese film stars. For example, the banning of Tang’s public appearances, coupled
with the following heated debate regarding the ban, implies a close connection between
official ideology and patriarchal conservatism. For another, the reconstruction of Tang’s
stardom remains deeply rooted in the Chinese cultural context, where mainland Chinese
media culture, ideological discourses, and the operation of authority and power play a crucial
role. In this sense, my investigation of Tang’s stardom contribute to the observation of the
complexity of mainland Chinese media culture as well as ideological controversies in the
current social milieu.
Therefore, this study explores the dialectic interactions between the reconstruction of Tang
Wei’s stardom, her onscreen and off-screen performances, the state's national ideology, mass
media discourses, and public reception in current mainland Chinese cultural and political
contexts. My research addresses the following questions:
1) How was Tang Wei’s stardom produced, manipulated, mediated, and reconstructed from
2006 to 2013?
2) What roles did the film texts, public discourses, and state authority play in the
reconstruction of Tang’s public image at different stages of her stardom?
3) How did Tang’s acting and extra-filmic performances interact, and what role did this
interaction play in reshaping her public image?
4) How can we understand that the vicissitudes of Tang’s stardom, as a sociocultural
phenomenon, involved collusions, negotiations, and contradictions within and between
various ideological discourses currently present in mainland China?
Key Points and Crucial Theoretical Considerations for Approaching Tang Wei’s
Stardom
In the process of exploring the trajectory of Tang Wei’s stardom, my approaches involve the
4following key points: First, I analyse Tang’s image and performance as mediated and
constructed through various media texts, including print publications, online articles, films,
television and Internet clips, and her live performances and presentation. This approach draws
on Richard Dyer’s notion of “structured polysemy” (Stars 3) within a star image, and Erving
Goffman’s concept of “social performance” (8–13). In his seminal monograph Stars (1979),
Dyer developed his notion of the “star” as a cultural “text” to analyze film stars through the
“sociological-semiotic” approach, and claimed that a star exists as a “structured polysemy”, a
signified entity consisting of “the finite multiplicity of meanings and affects” (Stars 3),
generated “across a range of media texts” (ibid. 68; i.e., “promotion, publicity, films and
commentaries/criticism”), and subject to “develop or change over time” (ibid. 73). Therefore,
from this viewpoint, we understand Tang Wei not as an actual individual but as a signified
entity that is produced, mediated, and circulated through media materials.
Goffman defined “performance” as “all the activity of a given participant on a given occasion
which serves to influence in any way of the other participants” (8). Through this social
performance, the individual, as a “social actor,” offers meaning to himself or herself, to others,
and to their situation. In addition, his or her performance can deliver a crucial impression to
others. During this process, information is exchanged to confirm the performer’s identity, and
the audience attributes meaning to the performer. Inspired by this concept, I approach Tang’s
film acting and her extra-filmic behaviors in the public sphere as her social performance in
confronting the public, the mass media, and state authority. I frame Tang’s filmic and
extra-filmic performances as her social intercommunication strategy for circulating her
mediated personas to reconstruct her stardom.
While this study has intentionally excluded Tang’s personal life as a mitigating factor, it will
nevertheless consider some online gossip related to her. My reasoning is largely due to my
interest in the roles that its wide circulation plays in constructing her mediated persona and
influencing the public’s reception of her star image. Such gossip functions in two ways: First,
online gossip regarding celebrities is often not perceived as entirely fictional by a Chinese
5audience. This phenomenon suggests that gossip may be used as a factor in constructing a
star’s image. The state’s mechanisms of media censorship may account for this particular
situation. Compared with printed Chinese media, television, and movies that are subject to
state censorship, online Chinese media platforms can provide a space for Chinese netizens to
express their ideas more freely. Therefore, online gossip may at times be viewed as real or
semi-real perceived “facts” that have been prevented from being exposed on media platforms
controlled by the state (e.g., printed publications and television programs). This applies
especially to categories of gossip that involve sensitive political issues and ideological taboos.
Tang Wei’s case in 2008, when she was officially banned from public appearances, has never
been formally or clearly explained. Accordingly, the public has questioned the ban and the
reasons surrounding it; much of the gossip regarding the reasons she was banned has been
circulated online, impacting some netizens’ perception and reception of the social significance
of Tang’s image.
Another reason for this study’s selected referencing to the gossips is that gossip is a type of
audience ‘textual productivity’ that can function as a rewriting and reinterpretation of the
social meanings of stars. This view is based on John Fiske’s notion of ‘textual productivity’
(37). Fiske stated that “fans produce and circulate among themselves texts which are often
crafted with production values as high as any in the official culture” (39). This notion
emphasizes the crucial impact of fans’ writing on the production of the social meanings of
stars, and can be applied to non-fan audiences. Regardless of whether online gossip is
understood as semi-real or completely fictional, it can be considered the textual productivity
of the audience. Thus, gossip serves to signify certain sociocultural meanings and effects.
Accordingly, I explore gossip regarding Tang Wei through textual analysis. I focus on pieces
of gossip that the public has found appealing, and examine the operation of ideological power
within. Furthermore, I observe the special roles that gossip and the audience’s interpretation
of the gossip play in reconstructing Tang’s stardom.
Thirdly, I will regard Tang’s body as a living entity that experiences bodily manipulation and
6ideological control. In other words, Tang’s body should also be treated as a performer, whose
performance is a dynamic, embodied cultural practice “mark[ing] identities, reshap[ing] and
adorn[ing] body” (Schechner, Performance Studies: An Introduction 22). I make the
preliminary claim that Tang’s filmic and extra-filmic performances have strong
self-reflexivity and subjectivity. In terms of self-reflexivity, her performance, as a dynamic
cultural practice, functions within her own body and identity. Regarding subjectivity, her body
manipulates her performance, although the directors, managers, and state power control her
body in different ways.
Richard Schechner’s understanding of “performance” might help shed light on Tang’s
performance. In Between Theatre and Anthropology (1985), Schechner introduced two
categories of performance: the “transportative” (where “during the performance the
performers are ‘taken somewhere’ but at the end,” “they are ‘cooled down’ and reenter
ordinary life just about where they went in”) and the “transformative” (where, during the
performance, “performers are changed”; 125–126). However, no clearly distinct boundary
exists between these two types of performance, and they occur and work together (Between
Theatre and Anthropology 125). Schechner indicated that “each separate performance is a
transportation, ending about where it began, while a series of transportation performances can
achieve a transformation” (ibid. 126). Through this notion, Schechner enriches our
understanding of effective performance. From his viewpoint, “all effective performances
share” a “not-not not” quality, which means that a good performer always “performs in the
field between a negative and a double negative”—namely, “between a denial of being another
(=I am me) and a denial of not being another (=I am [the character])” (ibid. 123). Therefore,
performance and performer training allow the actor to “act in-between identities” (ibid. 295)
rather than to completely immerse himself or herself into a character. Schechner’s ideas
enable us to consider the impact of performance on a performer’s identities.
Drawing on Schechner’s ideas, I argue that film stars such as Tang, as one type of performer,
similarly make, transport, and even transform themselves in-between identities through a
7series of “transportation performances” within filmmaking—including early performance
training, pro-filmic preparation and warm-up, and acting presence in front of cameras. In
addition, I argue that Tang transforms or adjusts her in-between identities through a series of
extra-filmic transportation performances, such as her social behavior, actions, gestures, and
facial expressions in the public sphere, in front of the cameras of reporters, interviewers, and
paparazzi.
Goffman’s concept of “impression management” (116 & 203) supports and enriches my
understanding of Tang’s extra-filmic transportation performances. According to Goffman, we
are all “social performers” actively managing our impression that we expect others to have of
us (28). The social performance can be divided into “front stage” performance (Goffman 32)
and “backstage” performance (ibid. 114). A front-stage performance is a type of managed
performance through which we deliberately comport our “insignia of office or rank; clothing;
sex, age, and racial characteristics; size and looks; posture; speech patterns; facial expressions;
bodily gestures" (ibid. 34) to the demands of our audience and “take on established social
roles” (ibid. 37). In contrast, a backstage performance is a type of unmanaged behavior,
through which we as social performers and our audience both understand that we are not
portraying our front-stage roles. When our unmanaged backstage performance differs too
much from the front-stage performance and is viewed by others, disruptions to our social
performance (ibid. 203) occur, jeopardizing and weakening the authenticity of our public
persona (ibid. 203–207).
Therefore, according to Goffman, all of us, as social performers, must “possess certain
attributes and express these attributes in practices” for “saving [our front-stage performance]”
(135). Performers must use three types of defensive measure: “dramaturgical loyalty,”
“dramaturgical discipline,” and “dramaturgical circumspection” (Goffman 135-146). The
measure of dramaturgical discipline requires performers to be affectively divorced from their
performance in a manner that leaves them free to grapple with dramaturgical contingencies
while they are ostensibly immersed in role-playing (ibid. 137). This measure is in accordance
8with Schechner’s notion of in-between identity in effective performance. The ideas of both
Schechner and Goffman imply that an effective performance requires performers to reject
their entire intellectual and emotional involvement. On the basis of these ideas, I view all
celebrities, including Tang Wei, as public performers who must circumspectly manage their
public persona throughout their elaborate front-stage performance—film acting and
extrafilmic performance—in all types of social space.
In review, my research involves the following key question: To what degree did Tang’s film
acting and extra-filmic performance play a crucial role in transforming her public persona and
reshaping her body? Through my investigation of this question, Tang’s body is treated as a
dynamic subject or being experiencing various embodied cultural practices, rather than as a
sign signifying social meaning.
Literature Review
Approaching Tang Wei’s stardom with the aforementioned theoretical considerations, I hope
to contribute to two main areas: film star studies and Chinese cinema studies. Because my
observation of Tang Wei, a transnational Chinese female star, belongs to the field of film star
studies, my research is based on the rich scholarly achievements in film star studies, and I fill
a gap in this field. Moreover, this dissertation uses the case of Tang’s stardom to explore the
complex interactions between transnational female Chinese stars and the operation of
ideological power in current Chinese film and media culture. Accordingly, my research is
positioned in and contributes to the study of Chinese film. Therefore, this section begins with
an examination of the development of film star studies and proceeds to topics in Chinese film
history and culture.
1) Film Star Studies
Although film stars have had enormous economic, social, and cultural effects in the history of
9cinema (whether Western or non-Western), the scholarly and theoretical study of film stardom
developed “as a truly respectable area of concentration” (Hollinger 35) only in the previous
30 years. The publication of Richard Dyer’s Stars in 1979 marks the beginning of scholarly
enquiry into this field.
The following four major approaches have been used in film star studies: The first approach
involves regarding film stars as a key commodity in film production and consumption from
the sociological perspective. In this theoretical framework, the commercial values of film
stars and star systems are the major concern. Film stars are considered a vehicle for attracting
audiences and guaranteeing strong box office takings. This viewpoint of commercializing
stars and star systems has been influenced deeply by the Marxist criticism of Western
capitalist industries. Edgar Morin argued that “this merchandise is the very type of
grand-scale capitalism: enormous investment, industrial techniques of rationalization and
standardization of the system have effectively made the star a merchandise destined for mass
consumption” (135). In addition, other Marxists such as Daniel Bourstein have asserted that
stars, like much of contemporary culture, are pseudo-events, and they appear to be
meaningful, but are actually devoid of meaning (162). In their arguments, the success and
popularity of stars are never related to an actors’ talent or specific quality, but depend on the
complete manipulation of the market. Such research approaches and arguments are obviously
limited to the financial level of stardom and downplay the impact of the cultural contexts on
stardom. Furthermore, the notion that there is no meaning in a star image seems to be too
radical and oversimplified, neglecting the personal endeavors and diligence of stars as film
workers during their career. In addition, the concept cannot be used to interpret why only
certain actors and actresses are capable of rising to stardom.
Based on his reflection on the first method, Dyer’s Stars resulted in a seismic academic turn,
in that the star is understood as a sign. This is a method that incorporates the approaches of
semiotics, sociology, and ideological criticism. Dyer developed this method as a
socio-semiotic approach (Stars 1-2) that functions by “combing semiotics and sociology” and
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involves analyzing “the star image as an intertextual construct produced across a range of
media and cultural practices, capable of intervening in the working of particular films, but
also demanding analysis as a text in its own right” (Gledhill, ‘Introduction’ xiv). In this
theoretical framework, the main concern of star studies is the “star image”, which is “a
complex configuration of visual, verbal and aural signs” of a particular star (Dyer, Heavenly
Bodies: Film Stars and Society 38), rather than the fresh-and-blood star-actor. The study
focuses on the social production and circulation of ideological meanings that the “star image”
signifies. By developing this socio-semiotic approach, Dyer created a valued conception of
structured polysemy, which refers to “the finite multiplicity of meanings and affects” that the
stars embody and “the attempt so to structure them that some meanings and affects are
foregrounded and others are masked or displaced” (Stars 3). By using Dyer’s socio-semiotic
approach, numerous scholars have observed the social and cultural meanings personalized by
Hollywood film stars and other stars (Babington; Christine; Hayward; Hollinger; Vincendeau).
Having recognized the values of Dyer’s concept, I draw on the socio-semiotic approach to
analyze the stardom of Tang Wei in current mainland China.
Alan Lovell indicated that Dyer’s approach associates the study of stars too closely with
ideological analysis, and downplays the acting accomplishments of stars as performers
(259-270). In Lovell’s view, stars are questionable candidates for “carrying out ideological
task assigned to them” (Lovell 261) for two reasons: First, stars emerge as people who lack
stable and consistent identities, and second, for fans, the main interest is not the social
meanings they signify (ibid. 261-263). His argument serves to shift our attention to how to
understand the relationship between the acting skills and social meanings of stars. Inspired by
Lovell’s thoughts, I reject treating Tang Wei as only a signified entity embodying stable and
consistent meanings, and I focus on the role that her acting accomplishments have played in
constructing her star image.
Development of feminist film criticism provides an alternative perspective to research into the
representation of female stars or femininity in the mass media sphere. This approach enables
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drawing heavily on the psychoanalytic framework and feminist discourse. Influenced by
Laura Mulvey, feminist film criticism began to employ Lacanian psychoanalytic theory to
understand the bodies of female stars as erotic objects of heterosexual male spectators’
voyeuristic and fetishistic gaze, and put female characters in a category of
“to-be-looked-at-ness”and “otherness”. In this theoretical framework, film spectatorship is
understood as a gendered experience that reflects the inequalities in power between men and
women. Male viewers are offered easy identification with male figures onscreen, whose
“male gaze” is “shared” with viewers, causing male viewers acquire a “feeling of sadistically
controlling the [female] star as an exhibitionist object of screen spectacle and off-screen
gossip” (Hollinger 38).
Challenging the dominance of this psychoanalytic approach in the study of film spectatorship,
audience studies explore interactions between a star image and the perceptions of his or her
fans by using a sociohistorical approach. A key example is Jackie Stacey's Star Gazing (1994),
in which the author partially used psychoanalytic language and developed an ethnographic
approach to explain the relationships between British female fans and Hollywood stars in the
1940s and 1950s. She used a combination of interviews with and surveys of viewers, as well
as information from personal letters and diaries to investigate the significance of certain
Hollywood stars in British women's war and postwar memories. On the basis of the primary
data, she catalogued eight ways in which female audiences identify with Hollywood star
images, namely four types of filmic identification fantasies (i.e., idolization, desire to become
a star, pleasure in the female power of stars, and employing a star to escape real life) and four
types of extra-filmic identification fantasies (i.e., fantasizing about becoming a star,
emphasizing one’s similarity to the star, imitating the star, and copying a physical aspect of
the star; Stacey 150–156). Her study demonstrates the significance of the cultural and national
locations for an audience’s identification with stars.
Apart from these four approaches, numerous scholars have examined stardom as part of a
contemporary global celebrity culture. In other words, stars should not be restricted to film
12
stars, but also embrace the notion of fame and notoriety in the larger context of popular
entertainment and mass media. In addition, the configurations of film stardom is inextricably
entwined with the broad orchestrations of fame across all media platforms (Geraghty, 188).
Accordingly, Geraghty offered a tripartite mode of film stardom: "star-as-celebrity,"
"star-as-professional," and "star-as-performer." The mode of the star-as-celebrity is a film star
whose fame is affirmed not as much by the cinema work as by a mass of other media texts,
such as gossip, magazine interviews, and advertisements. However, the modes of the
star-as-professional and the star-as-performer are both impossibly dissociated from the film
texts. The star-as-professional is comprehensible when the star's actual persona appears to
correspond relatively accurately and consistently with personas he or she has portrayed. In
other words, in the mode of the star-as-professional, stars correspond to their roles by
dissolving their actual personality into their professional performance. By contrast, the
star-as-performer mode emphasizes the film text as a privileged site for the craft of screen
acting. In other words, a film star-as-performer should be legitimized through his or her
appealing and excellent acting.
If Schechner’s concept of in-between identities is applied to analyze the tripartite mode of
film stardom, then it is difficult to distinguish a star-as-professional from a star-as-performer.
According to Schechner, in “all effective performances,” a good performer always “performs
in the field between a negative and a double negative.” Thus, it is impossible for performers
to entirely dissolve their actual personality into their film performance. Paul McDonald
argued that stars manage this contradiction between the representation of their characters and
the presentation of themselves (“Story and Show: The Basic Contradiction of Film Star
Acting” 169-82). Moreover, in practice, this distinction between a star-as-professional and a
star-as-performer is not easy to determine. One of the problems is described as follows: When
a star always plays characters with similar personalities to him or her, how are we to judge his
or her acting? In addition, is he or she a star-as-professional or a star-as-performer? Thus, I
claim that Geraghty’s notions of star-as-professional and star-as-performer can be used to
distinguish among an audience’s varying perceptions of different stars, rather than to classify
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the stars. When stars play similar roles onscreen and even off-screen, they may be perceived
as stars-as-professionals, and their onscreen personae are understood as a part of their actual
personalities. By contrast, when a star frequently plays different roles onscreen, he or she may
be treated as an excellent performer.
Geraghty's tripartite mode of film stardom also inspired me to reflect on the relationship
between Tang Wei's fame and stardom. Determining the mode in Geraghty’s classification
system to which Tang Wei belongs is difficult. She was initially noted for being chosen to
portray Wang Jiazhi, and she then gained nationwide popularity because of her sexually
explicit scenes in Lust, Caution (2007). However, she developed unique acting talents, and
reshaped her onscreen image for the renewal of her stardom once the ban was lifted. In my
research on Tang Wei's "self-performance," I examine how Tang Wei legitimized her star
image through her self-performance and changed the mode of her previous stardom.
2) Study of Chinese Film Stars
These theories and approaches in the study of film stars in Hollywood systems and European
film cultures have greatly influenced the field of Chinese film studies. In English-language
academic articles, the scholarship had first focused on a few internationally famed Chinese
male action stars, such as Bruce Lee and Jackie Chan. The relevant topics regarding their
masculinity and transnational and national identities had been examined at length (e.g.,
Gallagher; Tasker; Hunt; Shu). Moreover, the study of Chinese modern culture had focused
on the complex relationship between early Chinese female stardom (from the 1920s to the
1940s), modernity, and femininity (e.g., Chang; Hansen).
Inspired by English-language scholarship in the field of Chinese film star studies, other
Chinese-language monographs, anthologies, and articles began to study the uniqueness of
Chinese film stardom from a sociocultural perspective. Hong Kong scholar Natalia Chan’s
Chinese monograph Butterfly of Forbidden Colors: The Artistic Image of Leslie Cheung
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(2008) is a critical text. Building on Dyer’s socio-semiotic approach, this monograph
describes the specific social and cultural meanings that Leslie Cheung signified, and
investigates how his star image is entangled with ideological issues such as homosexuality,
transvestitism, body politics, and gender performativity in post-1980s Hong Kong.
The book Performing China: Actresses, Performance Culture and Visual Politics, 1910-1945
is also a seminal work, because the Taiwanese author Katherine Hui-ling Chou did not adopt
Dyer’s theories, but employed concepts in the field of performance studies such as
“Restoration of Behavior” by Richard Schechner (Chou 33), “The Performativity of Gender”
by Judith Butler (ibid. 29), and “The Performativity of Knowledge” by Jean-Francois Lyotard
(ibid. 35). Her research regarded the actresses as “artistic actors,” and viewed their roles as
those of “social actors” who used their acting as a means of self-expression and social
campaigning. Chou considered the historical narratives, contemporary criticism, and fans’
reactions to the performances of these female stars collectively as a form of “cultural
performance” (23). Her emphasis on the “performance” of a mass audience provides a new
perspective for reflecting on the interactions between audience discourses and Tang Wei as a
performer. However, Chou downplayed the role of the state’s censorship system in
reconstructing Chinese stars and shaping Chinese modern performance culture.
The landmark book-length anthology Chinese Film Stars: Performance, Context and Genre
(Zhang & Farquhar) is of great importance. This anthology “gives a glimpse into the diversity
and complexity of Chinese stardom” through a close exploration of 15 Chinese film stars
(S.Yu 220). The stardom of these Chinese film stars was produced and circulated within
historically, culturally, and politically diverse film industries and sociocultural contexts. In
these essays, the authors employed various approaches to observe the complex interactions
between individual stars and ideological discourse. Their examinations of individual Chinese
stars were entwined with topics such as national identity, sexuality, Chinese masculinity and
femininity, Chinese politics, star systems, modernity, acting, and public reception. Thus, this
anthology provided a new window into the complexity of Chinese stardom and complex
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relationships between Chinese stars and ideological discourse in the diverse historical Chinese
context at length. However, an analysis of mainland Chinese (transnational) female or male
stars in post-socialist China remains under studied. My research on Tang Wei’s stardom aims
to fill this gap.
Since 2011, certain film scholars in mainland China have begun to shift their attention toward
Chinese film stars (Chen; Ding & B. Zhang; C. Zhang). Based on the perspectives of
psychoanalysis and feminism, the Chinese scholars Ding Yaping and Zhang Binning regarded
the development of the cinematic representation of Chinese female stars’ bodies from 1978 to
2011 as a history of sexualized female images in Chinese film culture. In a chapter entitled,
“The transformation of cultural representation of female stars” (395–446), they combined the
feminist film criticism of the “male gaze” and orientalist theory to analyze the projection of
oriental sexual desire in the onscreen sexualized images of Gong Li and Zhang Ziyi. From
this perspective, they argued that both star images of Gong Li and Zhang Ziyi are the result of
the representation of self-orientalism in transnational cinema, catering to the imagination of
the Western audience. I consider this method in analyzing Tang Wei’s screen performance,
because her overnight fame stemmed from her explicit sex scenes in Lust, Caution, which is a
transnational film. However, whether strong self-orientalist trends exist in the construction of
Tang Wei’s stardom is a topic that requires a cautious interpretation. This is because Tang Wei
has never portrayed herself with a strong erotic meaning onscreen after she was banned.
Zhang Caihong’s Chinese monograph Body Politics: 100 Years of Chinese Female Film Stars
(2012) provides a historical examination of mainland Chinese female film stars. Based on the
theoretical framework of body politics, through a historical approach, Zhang explored the
subject of how the history of Chinese female stars reveals the bodily manipulation of
male-dominated values and authority in various Chinese contexts. Her study has involved
current transnational Chinese stars such as Gong Li and Zhang Ziyi. However, she regarded
only Zhang Ziyi as a representative of transnational Chinese female stars, and downplayed the
uniqueness of other transnational female stars such as Fan Bingbing, Li Bingbing, Zhou Xun,
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and Tang Wei. In this sense, my research on Tang Wei’s stardom can serve to enhance our
understanding of the critical role of a transnational female star in producing, circulating, and
subverting the dominant cultural values in the twenty-first century in post-socialist mainland
China.
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Chapter 2 Tang Wei’s Star Image Before Lust, Caution: The Qingchun Girl Without
Seductive Aura
Introduction: The Importance of Studying Tang Wei’s Star Image before the Release of
Lust, Caution
According to Dyer, “a star image is made out of media texts that can be grouped together as
promotion, publicity, film and commentaries/criticism” (Stars 68). Among them, film “[has] a
distinct and privileged place in a star’s image”. It is because “[the film stars’] celebrity is
defined by the fact of their appearing in films” (ibid. 70). In other words, a film star is only
one when the movie he/she stars in is widely circulated. As a consequence of this circulation,
a ‘star image’ of the actor emerges.
However, Dyer’s seminal viewpoint and approach cannot effectively explain many rises to
stardom in 21st-century Mainland China: some of actors’ names become well-known to the
public through media reports on the casting audition before the actual filming of movies.
Tang Wei is one example of such new film stars. Her reputation did not start with the movie
text of Lust, Caution, but with the reports about her in the mass media before and during the
filming of the movie. There was great attention put on why a relative unknown performer was
chosen for a transnational film directed by an Academy Award winning director. In this sense,
Tang’s stardom was already pre-determined by the lead-up to the role. I begin my study of
Tang’s stardom with the media reports about her casting audition. In addition, this unique
phenomenon (namely, the actor’s stardom preceding the movies) implies that a different
approach needs to be applied when studying Tang Wei’s star image which must necessarily
differ from that of movie stars’ images analyzed by Dyer (1982). In Dyer’s analysis of Jane
Fonda’s star image (Stars 72), for example, he further develops his socio-semiotic approach
and highlights that a star’s image is “a complex totality and it does have a chronological
dimension” (ibid. 72) (or “a temporal dimension” (ibid. 73)). In other words, stars’ images do
not keep static and develop over time but to some degree remain the consistency. He also
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creates the concept of “structured polysemy” (ibid. 72), that is, ‘the finite multiplicity of
meanings and affects [the movie stars] embody” (ibid. 3). Accordingly, the chronological
order (in which the media texts assemble to construct a specific star image) does impact the
“multiple but finite meanings and effects that a star image signifies” (ibid. 72). Compared
with all the movie stars explored by Dyer (including Jane Fonda), Tang Wei’s star image had
less visibility in the preliminary phase of construction, because the film negatives of Lust,
Caution were not yet to be completed, and the expected cinematic representation of Wang
Jiazhi was still invisible to the audience. Without a visible image of her character, Tang Wei’s
initial star persona was produced mainly through language across the media texts.
Therefore, a close examination of the question which this chapter aims to answer — how
Tang Wei’s star image was initially constructed across the media texts before and during the
filming of Lust, Caution — is crucial to our understanding of the complex relationship
between mass media and construction of then-unknown film performers’ stardom (like Tang
Wei) in the contemporary China. Given that, in this chapter, I examine how Tang’s star
persona was initially constructed by the language across the media texts and what social
meanings her preliminary star image embodied. During the process of my analysis, it is vital
to view their reports on Tang Wei as firmly embedded in the cultural and social context in
contemporary China. Additionally, these reports, to some degree, are part and parcel of the
public discourse about the actress and the director (Ang Lee), and are closely linked with
social values and ideologies. In this sense, these reports disclosed the interaction, negotiation
and tension between various public discourses and between different ideologies, which
functioned to generate the initial multiplicity of star meanings of Tang Wei. Hence, I will also
discuss the complex relationship between her initial ‘stardom semiotics’ and the public
discourses regarding the female film stars in contemporary mainland Chinese film culture
from historical and social perspectives.
Who Can Play Wang Jiazhi: Ang Lee’s Criteria and Tang Wei’s Qizhi
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In order to understand the initial phase of constructing Tang Wei’s star image better, it is
necessary to collect and analyze historical sources about “Tang Wei-as-star”, which existed
prior to the completion of the film. Here, I deliberately use the term “Tang Wei-as-star” to
differentiate her from her in a purely personal capacity or as an unknown actress.
The casting decision of choosing who to play Wang Jiazhi has attracted much controversy on
the Internet and printed media platforms between May and June 2006. Firstly, these reports
continually focused the public attention to the issue of who is the most suitable actress
portraying Wang Jiazhi. Hence, Tang Wei, the then-unknown actress, immediately intrigued
the mass audience as soon as on July 19, 2006, when the coverage claimed that she had
eventually been chosen to portray the role of Wang Jiazhi1. Secondly, in terms of content, the
key topics the reports addressed also, albeit indirectly, drew attention to Tang Wei. These
topics were: 1) Ang Lee’s troubles in searching for a suitable actress; 2) the leading
role—Wang Jiazhi’s unique qualities and characters; 3) suitability of other well-known
actress-stars candidates for the role of Wang Jiazhi (and some rumors that one of them has
been chosen by Ang Lee2. These reports play an indirect but significant role in the initial
construction of Tang Wei’s star image.
Let us now look more closely at how the language of these early media texts functions in the
initial construction of Tang’s star image. In a report titled “Ang Lee’s five criteria”3, he was
quoted to highlight that the ideal female protagonist should meet the following criteria: 1) to
be 19-23 years old; 2) to be 164-168cm tall; 3) to have the elegant-and-classical-looking qizhi
1 Among all the coverage (about the fact that Tang Wei was chosen to play the role of Wang Jiazhi) collected by
me, the earliest coverage is the news entitled “Tang Wei is cast as the female leading role in Lust, Caution” (“《色
戒》女主角敲定汤唯”)in the official website of China Daily (www.chinadaily.com.cn) on July 19, 2006. The
more detailed information can be seen in http://www.chinadaily.com.cn/hqylss/2006-07/19/content_644115.htm.
2 It was rumored that some well-known female star has been cast as Wang Jiazhi in some online newspaper. For
example, the news entitled “Tony Leung will play the male leading role and Zhou Xun female leading role in Lust,
Caution” (“李安新片《色戒》主角敲定 梁朝伟周迅将出演”) said the Mainland Chinese female star, Zhou Xun
will portray Wang Jiazhi in the official website of People (www.people.com.cn) on June 19th, 2006. The more
detailed information can be seen in http://ent.people.com.cn/GB/4501410.html.
3 The news with original title “《色戒》五条件选女主角 ”appeared in the official website of People
(www.people.com.cn) on June 8th, 2006. The five criteria’s Chinese original writing is “1) 年龄：19-23岁; 2) 身
高：164-168cm; 3) 气质：高雅古典 ; 4) 魔鬼身材 ; 5) 聪慧过人”. The more information can be seen in
http://ent.people.com.cn/GB/4449818.html.
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气质; 4) to have a charming figure; 5) to be intelligent. Besides, the report also narrated his
difficulty in searching for a leading actress that met particularly his fifth criterion (2006). In
most of the reports, the word qizhi was repeatedly emphasized by Ang Lee and the reporters.
In another report, Ang Lee was quoted, “whether [the female protagonist] has fame is not
crucial, and qingchun (清纯，literally “clear” and “pure”) qizhi is more significant (2006)”4.
When and after it was announced that Tang Wei was to portray Wang Jiazhi, some reports
claimed that she was chosen because she has qingchun qizhi”(2006)5. Given the significance
of the notion of qizhi for Ang Lee’s casting audition and for Tang Wei’s triumph in the
audition, it is important to examine the meanings and connotations it carries in the cultural
context of today’s mainland China.
Qizhi is not only a term for describing a person in the Chinese language, but it is also quite
rich in its connotative meanings. It is difficult to translate it into English aptly. The closest
equivalent we can find is “temperament” and “personal qualities”6 (3596). When it is used to
describe the females in the Chinese context, the word is also associated with both her external
physical appearance (e.g. sexual appeal and feminine behaviors), and her internal mind and
thoughts (including her educational level and (artistic) talents). Contemporary Chinese books,
like Handbook for Women with Good Qizhi (Ye Xuan, 2006)7 and Good Qizhi Women Are
Attractive in Appearance and Intelligent (Shi Xiaoyun, 2005)8, emphasize that female qizhi
signifies the combination of feminine attractiveness in her external appearance and internal
cultivation/cultured-ness through her education and training. In this sense, as for Chinese
females, qizhi carries connotations of feminine charisma and scholarship.
Among Ang Lee’s five criteria, the leading actress’ real-life qizhi features significantly, and
hence the question arises: Why is the protagonist’s own real-life qizhi so important for the
4 In this report, Ang Lee is reported to say these words in casting audition. More information can be seen in
http://ent.cn.yahoo.com/060719/266/286dl.html.
5 More information can be seen in http://news.xinhuanet.com/tai_gang_ao/2006-07/20/content_4860532.htm.
6 The word qizhi is translated into “temperament”, “disposition”, “mould”, “qualities”, “character” and “making”
inModern Chinese-English Dictionary.
7 The Chinese book is titled “气质女人的修炼手册".
8 The Chinese book is titled “秀外慧中气质女人".
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casting audition? This question needs to be positioned in the context of the dominant “‘true
character’ (bense, 本色, literally “original color”) standard of acting” (Michael G. Chang 129)
in Chinese film and media culture. According to this standard, it is only by using his/her
real-life and authentic qualities that an actor/actress can portray a character in the cinematic
representation convincingly. Chang found that “the ‘true character’ standard of acting
dominated screenwriting and casting practice” in 1930s’ China (ibid. 152). In an interview, Li
Lili’s claim that the naturalistic acting style (bense baiyan, 本色表演， the synonym of
Chang’s ‘true character’ acting) was predominant in the 1930s (Wang & Li 132) is a good
evidence in support of Chang’s finding.
This emphasis on “true-character” standard of acting is not merely an aesthetic issue linked
with the preference for realist aesthetics in Chinese film performing arts. Additionally, it is
accompanied by a moral dimension when it is applied to the female actors. As Chang points
out, “the ‘true character’ standard of acting functioned more as a gendered constraint that held
actresses to a standard of ‘authenticity’ [and this] ‘authenticity’ was, in turn, grounded in the
socially constructed ideal of women as ‘good girls’ who were ‘natural’ (ziran [自然 ]),
‘innocent’ (tianzhen [天真]) and ‘genuine’(zhen [真])” (153). In other words, the female star
has to project and maintain a wholesome image on- and off-screen if she hoped to win the
praise from the audience. However, such was not the case for male actors. It was acceptable
for male actors to play bad or weak guys, such as blackguards, mutineers and mobsters,
without their verisimilar portrayals negatively impacting on their star personas and their
public images. This gender bias still exists in contemporary China. The different reviews on
the female and male leading actors of Lust, Caution can be taken as an example. Tony Leung,
the male actor who played Mr. Yee, an abnormally mental traitor and ‘Lovelace’, was never
censored. However, Tang Wei, portraying a sexy and beautiful spy and a traitor of her
comrades, was labeled a dirty and shameless woman on the Internet. For example, under the
insolent headline “Tang Wei：I am the traitor, I am the wanton, but the director loves me!”9,
9 The online article’s original Chinese title is “汤唯：我汉奸，我色情，导演喜欢我，咋的？” the whole article
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the online article condemns Tang Wei as a “contemptible actress who wants to become an
inamorata of the traitor (to China)”,
This ‘true character’ standard of acting has influenced both contemporary Chinese directors’
casting decisions for actresses and Chinese audiences’ reception of female stars’ images. In
the case of Tang Wei, Ang Lee’s criteria for casting still fail to depart from the standard of
“true character”. He, therefore, repeatedly highlighted that the ideal female leading performer
should have qizhi as the idealized female leading role, Wang Jiazhi has. In Ang Lee's
viewpoint, this issue is a top priority over the question whether the leading actress is a
profitable big-brand female star. According to Ang Lee’s five criteria, the female protagonist
should have the elegant and classical qizhi, and should be intelligent and pretty. Additionally,
much emphasized in the media coverage was his difficulty in finding an actress in today’s
China with old-Shanghai-style (laoshanghai, 老上海) qizhi which Wang Jiazhi embodies, for
example, in the news titled “Ang Lee’s worries about whether he can find a suitable actress”10
in 2006. Moreover, in another article in Beijing Chenbao, Ang Lee (2006) is quoted to say
that “she (Wang Jiazhi) should be sophisticated (jianguoshimiande, 见过世面的 , literally
“having seen the face of the world”) and have a good ability to lure males”11. Based on these
reports, we can conclude that, from his viewpoint, the idealized version of Wang Jiazhi is a
typical modern women embodying attractive appearance, elegant and classical qizhi and
strong sexual magnetism－which was the imagination of the modern woman in 1930s-1940s’
Shanghai. Therefore, an ideal leading actress should have this old-Shanghai-style qizhi.
Ang Lee’s choice was thus largely based on such a sense of nostalgia and became an
important criterion which he used to select the ideal leading actress．Based on the previous
publicity on his casting practices, Tang Wei’s star image was easily labeled by the words used
for describing the idealized female protagonist’ qizhi．Adjectives such as, “to be elegant”, “to
be old-Shanghai-style” and “to lure males” were used when she was announced to be cast as
insults Tang Wei with very dirty words. More information can be seen in
http://club.china.com/data/thread/1011/2717/31/91/5_1.html
10 More information can be seen in http://hk.huaxia.com/yl/ysgj/435385.html.
11 More information can be seen in http://ent.qq.com/a/20060606/000067.htm.
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Wang Jiazhi. In doing so, Tang Wei’s qizhi was described as conflated, mediated and
entangled with that of idealized Wang Jiazhi’s qizhi across mass media texts. As a result, the
initial mediated Tang Wei’s star image was produced.
A Paradox: Qingchun Qizhi and Seductive Aura
Without sufficient circulating images of her on- and off-screen, the mass audience’s reception
and understanding of Tang Wei’ star image were based almost entirely on the linguistic
description of her and her character through the media. Similarly, without her cinematic
representations, Tang Wei, as a starlet, lacked opportunities to perform her cinematic and
celebrity self. In this sense, neither the mass audience nor the female star actively contributed
to the initial construction of her star image, before the film was released. Therefore, the
comments on her from the members of the film production (including mainly Director Ang
Lee, the co-screenwriters, Hui-Ling Wang and James Schamus and the additional producers,
Ang Lee, William Kong and James Schamus) and from the reporters providing the coverage
of these comments need to be analyzed carefully to provide insights into the nascent stages of
Tang’s stardom.
After Tang’s name was announced as the lead, the press and media focused on her ‘fresh and
innocent’ qualities. Among them, the headline “Tang Wei excels owing to her qingchun
qizhi” 12highlighted that her qingchun qizhi was considered as the key factor for her getting
the role. How to understand the meaning of the Chinese phrase qingchun is closely linked
with the initially mediated star image of Tang Wei. In the traditional Chinese context, the
phrase qingchun is a combination of the words qing and chun. Chun means purity and
cleanness, and like the English equivalent “purity”, it also signifies “innocence” and “freedom
from sin or guilt”, when used to depict a person’s qualities. The word qing encompasses more
complex cultural meanings. Historically, qing was originally used to describe the transparent
12 Its original Chinese title is “汤唯胜在气质清纯”. The more information can be seen in
http://news.xinhuanet.com/tai_gang_ao/2006-07/20/content_4860532.htm.
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clearness of water13 (Han Yu Da Ci Dian 汉语大词典 1293). Later on, its meanings were
extended to include the ethical and aesthetic connotations. It can be used to depict the “moral
integrity”, “ingenuousness” and “freedom from vulgarity and worldliness” in terms of a
person’s personality (Chen Wangheng 557-560). Besides, qing is a significant category and
an aesthetic criterion in traditional Chinese aesthetics. According to History of Chinese
Classical Aesthetics, qing can be understood to refer to a specific kind of beauty, which is
associated with the condition or quality of being pure, natural, plain, unadorned and simple. It
thus differs sharply from another Chinese aesthetic term, yan 艳, which refers to the state of
being “gorgeous”, “colorful”, “gaudy”, “adorned” and “flowery” (ibid. 559). From the
traditional Chinese scholars’ perspective, qing is superior to and more refined than yan, for
the former embodies the conceptions of “naturalness” and “ingenuousness” emphasized by
Daoist culture (ibid. 557-560). In this sense, qingchun incorporates the meanings of “purity”,
“ingenuousness”, “naturalness” and “freedom from worldliness”.
When qingchun is used to depict females, it functions both aesthetically and ethically. In
terms of aesthetic appreciation, qingchun14 girls must appear young and innocent. They
should be endowed with natural beauty without the need for cosmetics of fashion. The idea of
qingchun is linked inextricably with the female virtue of chastity with the exclusion of
vulgarity and worldliness as a prerequisite. Therefore, when qingchun was highlighted
frequently as a key aspect of Tang Wei’s qizhi, her star image was inevitably closely linked
with a “good girl or lady” in old Shanghai---an image desired and expected by the
film-makers (mainly including Ang Lee) and mass audience. Also, the role of the label
‘qingchun’ in the initial phase of construction of Tang Wei’s star image has also to be
understood in the historical context of the public discourses about actresses in Mainland
Chinese media culture. In the article entitled “The Good, the Bad, and the beautiful: Movie
Actresses and Public Discourse in Shanghai, 1920s-1930s”, Chang explores how the change
13 The relevant information about the Chinese character “清” (qing) can be seen in The Great Chinese Dictionary
(Han Yu Da Ci Dian, 汉语大词典) (1990, Hong Kong) (p.1293-1295).
14 In Chinese context, the word qingchun清纯 can be used as a noun or an adjective.
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of the 1920s-1930s public discourses about actresses was linked with the shifting social
structure and the developing new urban practice in Shanghai. As Chang notes,
In the 1920s, movie actresses were categorically characterized as degenerate,
corrupted, and and deceptive “starlets”---amateurs who, like prostitutes, were
morally and sexually suspect. ...
....female movie stars rose from the notoriety that accompanied being equated with
prostitutes to enjoy fame as the “courtesan-like” companions of China’s newly
arrived urban elite...
....actresses had traditionally been associated with less respectable and uneducated
members of society---prostitutes, dancing girls, and thieves. ....
The earlier 1920s version of the prostitute/actress never completely disappeared in
the 1930; it was simply reconstituted as a more individuated and commodified form
of scandalous gossip... (129-134)
These comments indicate the traditional bias and negative public discourse in the early (in
1910s-1930s) Chinese film industry, which associate actresses with prostitutes or courtesans.
As time went by, this bias did not completely vanish but emphasized by part of the audience
in today’s Mainland China. We can read plenty of negative commentaries on morality of
directors and actors/actresses in today’s Mainland China. To quote some sentences from the
commentaries:
The whole showbiz is just a big whorehouse...anybody living in such a dirty
environment cannot be clean...the male directors always regard the actresses as
prostitutes, because they have early considered themselves to be their
clients...recently, female stars look increasingly like the prostitutes and male
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directors clients of whorehouses...... (“Why do directors view actresses as
prostitutes?”15, 2007)
Some of actresses have more “abilities” than prostitutes. The former are more
snobbish...Actresses can use more devices and traps, including having sex, to reach
their goals...there are only “interests” in the mind of actresses...compared with
prostitutes, actresses can act, perform and masquerade as others...( “The difference
between actresses and prostitutes”16, 2011)
The main reason for this bias may be that recent media coverage has increasingly exposed sex
scandals in Mainland Chinese showbiz, for example, the actress Zhang Yu’s “casting couch”
with the three big brand TV drama directors, namely, Zhang Jizhong, Huang Jianzhong and
Yu Min. As a result, the reports portray a negative image of the entire Chinese entertainment
industry. The November 2010 issue of Guancha carries an essay entitled “Talking about
qingchun qizhi in the showbiz”. As the author claims, Chinese traditional society is gradually
replaced by the new “erogenous society” (xinggan shehui), where erotic and exotic cultures
have become dominant and human values are deformed and distorted severely. Therefore, in
this erotic and exotic milieu, it is hardly possible for an actress to maintain her qingchun qizhi.
While the author does not offer enough convincing evidences to support his argument,
another online article in August 2010, under the headline “Making a list of yunü (玉女 ,
literally “Jade Maiden”, the synonym of qingchun girls) in each ‘generation’” 17 also
provides convincing evidence. The article examines the career trajectories of the
then-qingchun Chinese female stars, like Brigitte Lin, Vivian Chow, and Gao Yuanyuan. By
briefly narrating their stories, the author found that all of these Chinese female stars, who
were initially labeled as ‘yunü’ due to their qingchun qizhi, lost qingchun eventually. In other
words, the qingchun female stars rarely could maintain their qingchun throughout their lives
15 The online critique is entitled “导演为何总喜欢把女演员当妓女” , and can be seen in
http://www.360doc.com/relevant/483528_more.shtml.
16 The online critique is entitled “女演员和妓女的区别”, and can be seen in
http://www.360doc.com/content/11/0925/11/7083970_151063929.shtml.
17 The more information can be seen in http://news.xinhuanet.com/ent/2010-08/18/c_12458344.htm.
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because they become increasingly worldly, snobby and sophisticated. Given that, the article
claims that “yunü is just a myth”. Hence, qingchun is regarded as one of the rare qualities of
female stars in contemporary Chinese media culture.
However a paradox was beginning to develop: the qingchun qizhi hailed as a defining quality
of Tang Wei’s star persona contradicts the ‘strong sexual magnetism’ and the sophisticated
quality of the female character, Wang Jiazhi. According to Ang Lee and Eileen Chang’s
original novel, Wang Jiazhi, as a beautiful spy, plans to lure and then assassinate Mr. Yee
who works for the puppet government collaborating with the Japanese invaders. Therefore,
Wang Jiazhi must possess a “seductive attractiveness” and worldliness. This contradiction
between Wang’s and Tang’s qizhi is hinted at by Yang Ting, a previous theatre director and
friend of Tang Wei, “qingchun is not a problem [for Tang Wei], but seduction is a great
challenge [for her]”18 because she did not think that Tang Wei’s “real-life” character had
seductive aura. Besides, in the October 2006 issue of Popular Songs (Liuxing Gequ), an essay
entitled “Tang Wei: the good interpersonal relation leads to ‘Ang Lee’s Girl’” reports her
previous three-time failure in the entrance examination of Acting Department in The Central
Academy of Drama. As the essay argues, her failure was mainly attributed to her lack in
feminine attractiveness.
At this juncture, it is important to address the tension between “seductive aura” and Chinese
female stardom positioned in the contemporary Chinese ideological milieu. First of all,
female moral virtues are largely associated with notions of feminine beauty in China.
Consequently, the question of possessing a “seductive aura” is not just an aesthetic issue. In a
traditional Chinese context, qingchun is associated only with women and exclusive feminine
qualities like “virtuousness”, “ingenuousness” and “freedom from vulgarity and worldliness”,
while seductive beauty is seen as negative and often associated with “carnality”,
“debauchery”, “degeneration” and “sensuality”. Therefore when a Chinese female star is
18 The more information on Yang Ting’s review on Tang Wei can be seen in
http://news.xinhuanet.com/ent/2006-07/11/content_4815656.htm.
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labelled as seductive or sexy, it is possible that she is perceived as “morally and sexually
suspect” (Chang 129).
Additionally, as for female stars, the emphasis on their sexy physical attractiveness serves to
undermine the public attention to their talents and acting skills and to misunderstand their
seductiveness as the key factor of her fame. In the world of film commentaries and criticism,
a long-standing tradition to denigrate the acting abilities of female stars in comparison to
those of male stars also impacts the public’s reception of beautiful actresses and female stars.
As Karen Hollinger points out,
Overwhelmingly, female stars’ work as actresses has been compared unfavorably to
the accomplishments of their male counterparts. For instance, the acting abilities of
female stars have traditionally been more naturalized than those of male stars, who
are much more likely to be described as highly skilled and well-trained professionals
whose success is the result of hard work and mastery of the craft of acting, rather
than of their physical attractiveness and natural talent. Physical beauty has always
been more important as a criterion for female stardom...As noted earlier, the
emphasis on female stars’ physical attractiveness has traditionally been used to
denigrate their talent and craft by attributing their fame to good looks, fashion,
make-up, and, more recently, to plastic surgery... (quoted in Hollinger 55-57).
Although Hollinger’s argument focuses only on Hollywood film stars, it applies equally well
to Chinese movie female stars. The recent online articles on the relationship between female
stars’ acting skills and physical attractiveness provide good evidence. In a recent online
article (2012) named “20 big brand female stars’ acting talents are denigrated owing to their
beautiful appearance”19, the author briefs the stories of the 20 attractive Chinese film female
stars, like Brigitte Lin, Chen Hong and Kwan Chi-lam. As Qu Jinna notes,
19 The whole article can be seen in http://gb.cri.cn/18604/2012/10/19/6411s3893347.htm.
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the audience always has a higher passion for comparing the female stars’
attractiveness with each other, but pays less attention to their acting skills. They are
endowed with great physical attractiveness, whereas they are doomed to have little
chance to win awards based on their acting talents.
Therefore, as we can see, once a female star has great physical attractiveness, her acting
talents (whether their talents are outstanding or not) are ignored, suspected and even
denigrated (whether in Hollywood or in pan-Chinese area). However, in the case of Tang Wei,
due to the media reports about her lack of a certain seductive beauty, she would be received
as a performer who is capable of convincingly playing a seductive-looking Wang
Jiazhi-as-Mai Taitai20. As such, these media reports functioned to “create” double paradoxes
for the audience’s reception of Tang’s star image: 1) the paradox between off-screen Tang
Wei’s qingchun qizhi and on-screen Wang Jiazhi-as-Mai Taitai’s seductive quality; 2) the
paradox between Wang Jiazhi-as-student’s qingchun qizhi and Wang Jiazhi-as-Mai Taitai’s
seductive quality on screen. As a result of these multiple paradoxes, the physically seductive
attractiveness is not considered as a part of Tang Wei’s “true” personal qualities but is
recognised as a key aspect of her craft of acting. This implies that Tang Wei, in the initial
phase of the construction of her star image, successfully escaped from the negative public
discourse on seductive female stars. The emphasis of the dual paradoxes between “seductive
attractiveness” and qingchun qizhi on- and off-screen diverts the public’s attention to her
acting talents from her external beautiful appearance.
Conclusion
In this chapter, I have examined the role of media texts in initially constructing the star’s
20 According to Eileen Chang’s Lust, Caution, Wang Jiazhi disguises herself as a seductive femme fatale (namely
Mai Taitai) to lure Mr. Yee, whereas she is just a naive and patriotic college student in reality. Considering the
play-within-a-play narrative structure, we should perceive expected Wang’s qizhi as dual qizhi, combining the
qingchun qizhi of Wang Jiazhi-as-student with the seductive attractiveness of Wang Jiazhi-as-Mai Taitai.
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image before her/his debut film is completed through my close analysis of the initial
construction of Tang Wei-as-starlet’s image. Given the lack of enough visible images on- and
off-screen, Tang’s initial star image was entirely produced and circulated through the
non-visual language of reports available on the mass media platforms. As a starlet, Tang
herself failed to do anything with the construction of her initial image.
By emphasizing her qingchun qizhi 清纯气质 as the key factor for her victory over other
well-known female stars, these texts labeled Tang Wei-as-star/starlet as a relatively positive
star image: an innocent, naive and pure girl. Thus, her initial star image embodies a new myth
of qingchun yunü 清纯玉女 in contemporary Chinese media culture. This myth of qingchun
yunü is entangled with the operation of male-dominated ideological power in traditional
Chinese culture. As a starlet, whether Tang’s “true persona” is labeled as “qingchun” or
seductive entirely depends on Ang Lee’s judgment and the media reports, while she herself
has no chance to openly critique her real-life qizhi. The judgment of her “qingchun qizhi” and
her seductive aura was produced and circulated widely through the mass media. Specifically,
the media reports influenced the public discourses about her stardom. Through the description
that Tang’s ‘true persona’ lacks seductive attactiveness, her external attractiveness is
perceived as a part of her acting talents-- a kind of skill to move between qingchun qizhi and
her seductive aura during the filming of the movie. In this way, Tang negotiates the negative
public discourses about beautiful female stars. However, this public reception of Tang’s star
image is still based on the male-dominated ideology.
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Chapter 3 An Embodiment of the Idealized Traditional Chinese Girl
Introduction
“[In 1929]...[for the film Shanghai Express], Chinese reactions were less
positive....[a] second problem was [the Chinese-American female star] Anna
May’s ... portrayal of a prostitute. A Shanghai tabloid derided Anna May as “the
female traitor to China” for her role ...”
Graham Russell Gao Hodges, Anna May Wong: From Laundryman's Daughter to
Hollywood Legend
“...[I]n the film [The Horseman]...two of the scenes...brought out controversy
debates. One scene is...a pile of nude and sexy photos of Ziyi ZHANG were
displayed...rather bold[ly] undisguised[ly]...The other scene is when ...[s]he slowly
kneels down in front of the western guy...[as a result, Chinese netizens] have
accused her of embarrassing and "humiliating our contry"...[a] lot of Netizens said
that...[Ziyi’s acting] implies another meaning when she kneels down in front of
foreigners...”
Ziyi ZHANG Kneels for Foreigner and Takes Piles of Sexy Photos in Her New Film,
Accused of Disgracing China (www.chinahush.com, 2009)
The two events mentioned in the above quotations imply that the Chinese female star’s body
is perceived as a metaphor for the nation in both the last and this century. This is especially so
when her body is eroticised in transnational film texts. Such a cultural and political
phenomenon is of high noteworthiness in Chinese stardom. On the one hand, the female star’s
body is being shown as an object of desire, an erotic spectacle for (male) spectatorship; on the
other hand, her body is often used as what embodies national discourses. However, this
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duality of the female star’s body--gender and nation--never randomly emerges in any filmic
text. Instead, this duality is constructed and functions effectively in a certain filmic textual
system (especially transnational films). This chapter will focus on the duality of the Chinese
female star’s body in transnational film texts through the analysis of the bodily representation
of Tang Wei/Wang Jiazhi in Lust, Caution.
Transnational film production provides a new site for constructing gender and nation in the
mobilization of the Chinese female star’s body. From the 1990s on, Chinese films entered the
global market and achieved an increasing national/international audience’s attention. The
onscreen Chinese female stars’ body is often (re)shaped as an erotic object based on the
orientalist exotic feminity---the Otherness for the consumption of (male) spectators.
Furthermore, in the filmic narrative, their characters also become entangled with national
trauma in traditional Chinese society and history. This entanglement signifies Chinese
collective memories and Chineseness (Cui, “Introduction”).
Such a transnational Chinese female star phenomenon raises a critical problem: how the
Otherness and Chineseness of the transnational Chinese female star’s body are constructed,
negotiated and embedded in a certain cultural context of the contemporary mainland China.
As Tonglin Lu argues, as soon as the Chinese female star’s body becomes the Orientalist
Otherness luring the audience into the pleasure of looking, the audience is “gendered as male
and cultured as non-Chinese--more specifically, as westerners” (Lu 161). In this sense, the
onscreen Chinese female star’s body becomes a signifier of “Chineseness” when the target
audience is western rather than Chinese. Such an understanding of the relationship between
Otherness and Chineseness signified by Chinese female stars is based on the strategy of
bodily representation in transnational Chinese-language films in the 1990s, like Judou (1990)
and Raise the Red Lantern (1991). These transnational film productions sponsored by
overseas companies are subject to box-office demands of an international and non-Chinese
market because (1) they would not have the financial backing of the national film studio and
(2) they would be invariably banned by the intensified film censorship in P.R.C. (Lu 158). In
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terms of film narrative, the characters portrayed by female stars, like Gong Li, always
encountered the oppression in the patriarchal culture in traditional Chinese society and
experienced a tragic fate (Reynaud 12-15). Many scholars (Xiaoming Chen 230-33; Robin
Wang 617-18; Y. Zhu 25-31) have also highlighted that, on one hand, these images of
female-as-victim signify the filmmakers’ resistance against Chinese patriarchal culture and
asceticism; on the other hand, for the international viewers, these female characters also
present themselves to highlight the exotic spectacles of Chinese patriarchal culture.
However, such understanding of the interaction between Otherness and Chineseness of
Chinese female bodies on screen does not account for the national audience’s reception of the
Chinese female bodies in the transnational film texts. In addition, in the new millennium
when transnational film production began to be supported by national film companies and to
shift their attention to the mainland Chinese market, it also raises another issue: how the
erotic Chinese female star’s body (as an embodiment of Chinese national and cultural identity)
is configured into the Chineseness of their characters’ body (as a ‘narrative sign’ symbolically
associated with national trauma in the cinematic narratives) through her filmic performance.
The analysis of of Tang Wei’s ‘bodies’ in the transnational film text of Lust, Caution (Ang
Lee, 2007) hopes to shed light on the above-mentioned issue. Adapted from Eileen Chang’s
novella with the same name, the film is set in Hong Kong in 1938 and in Shanghai in 1942. It
depicts a beautiful young female student, Wang Jiazhi, who is awakened by patriotic passions
and asked to seduce Mr. Yee, a high-ranking special agent and recruiter of the puppet
government and a “traitor to China”, in order to assassinate him. But, at the last moment when
Wang finds that Mr. Yee has fallen in love with her, she is moved and decides to let him
escape.
Otherness and Chineseness of Tang Wei’s body in this film are marked on two levels. On the
level of film spectatorship, Tang’s fame attracts media attention due to her three sexually
explicit scenes. As a key “selling point” for the film's promotion, such scenes allowed her
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onscreen bodily representation to be perceived as the erotic and the exotic. On the level of
film narrative, Wang Jiazhi portrayed by Tang is a female spy entangled with national
discourses and her story heated debates about nationalism and patriotism in Mainland China.
Therefore, this chapter aims to investigate the production of gender identity (or feminine
identity) and the national identity of Tang Wei’s body and the tension between both identities
in the process of constructing her stardom via her onscreen performance in the filmic text of
Lust, Caution in the contemporary mainland Chinese context.
Intertextuality betweenWang Jiazhi and TangWei
Lust, Caution is a movie with the “play-within-a-play” structure. Wang Jiazhi also needs to
play a role of “Mak Tai-tai” in order to hook the lascivious Mr. Yee. This special structure
leads to the “double-layered-ness” of film performance of Tang Wei: she needs to portray not
only Wang, but “Mak Tai-tai”--Wang’s role in the assassination against Yee. Such special
“double-layered-ness” allows us to consider the subtle intertextual relationship between the
character’s body (Wang’s body) and the performer’s body (Tang's body) in film performance.
Wang Jiazhi makes and transforms her identities via her portrayal of “Mak Tai-tai”; during the
film production, Tang Wei also emphasized that she tried to live the role of Wang Jiazhi and
lost herself in the role. This implies that, to some degree, Tang uses Stanislavski’s naturalistic
acting methods to perform the role of Wang under the manipulation of Ang Lee. This situation
invites us to apply Schechner’s conceptions of “in-between identities” (seeing Chapter 1) for
our understanding of the impact of film performance in Lust, Caution on Tang’s identities.
This situation raises an interesting question: how did Tang Wei’s acting (during the film
production) and Wang Jiazhi’s role-playing (during the spy performance in the filmic diegesis)
reshape their bodies and make/transform their gender/feminine and national/Chinese identities
respectively?
The research of identities-making of Wang and Tang should be positioned in the analysis of
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manipulation of the male gaze. For display of a Chinese beautiful spy to lure the male
protagonist in the film narrative, Tang Wei’s/Wang Jiazhi’s body is ineluctably reshaped as an
erotic spectacle, the object of (male) spectators’ gaze, representatives of
“to-be-looked-at-ness”21. To further elaborate on this, I will divide the male spectators into
three groups: Ang Lee in the process of film-making, the male roles in film narrative and male
spectators in cinemas. Among them, Ang Lee off-screen and the male roles on-screen not just
enjoy the visual pleasure from the voyeuristic and fetishistic gaze, but also share the power to
reshape, control and manipulate the bodies of the female star (Tang Wei) and of the female
leading role (Wang Jiazhi). In what follows, I will analyze Ang Lee’s and onscreen male roles’
gaze at and manipulation for Tang Wei’s and Wang Jiazhi’s body respectively.
Ang Lee’s Manipulation of TangWei
Before the film was shot, Ang Lee had already manipulated and shaped Tang Wei’s body to
satisfy his requirements aesthetically and sexually. Tang’s body and behavior continually
received rigorous performing training in order to achieve so-called “old-Shanghai aura” three
months prior to film-shooting. Li Dahan’s A Journey of Ang Lee (2007) discloses complexity
and seriousness of the three-month performance training Tang Wei underwent:
...the crew arranged an intensive training for Tang in order to intensify and direct
her performance. She learned how to wear qipao correctly, how to walk in
high-heeled shoes and how to play Shanghai mahjong elegantly every day. She
learned not just Suzhou pingtan (苏州评弹 ), but the graceful and restrained
Shanghainess dialect. All this training served only one purpose: that Tang could
become a seductive modern girl in the 1930s’ Shanghai as quickly as possible...
(D.Li 404）
21 The concept of “to-be-looked-at-ness” is put forward by Laura Mulvey in her 1975 essay ‘Visual Pleasure and
Narrative Cinema”. She asserts, in the patriarchal Hollywood cinema, women were used as objects "to be looked
at" by the (usually) male protagonist through two modes of the “male gaze”--the voyeuristic and the fetishistic--in
order to provide visual pleasure.
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... in order to immerse herself into the role better, during the time, Tang
continually searched for the feeling of old-Shanghai even when she was walking,
speaking, eating and sleeping in reality... as a result, Tang is increasingly similar to
the female in the 1930s’ Shanghai and eventually entered into the world of her
character.... (ibid. 406)
The first account implies that Ang Lee attached importance to modeling of Tang Wei’s body
and the second account shows how Tang Wei immersed herself into her character. Such
modeling of Tang’s body should not be discussed restrictedly in the field of cinematic realistic
aesthetics. It is noteworthy that Tang Wei portrays as an attractive girl to lure Mr. Yee into a
trap and her body needs to be presented in the position of “to-be-looked-at-ness”. During the
film production, Ang Lee, of course, needs to guarantee that Tang Wei’s body has become a
believably seductive and erotic body for the gaze of the onscreen male roles and male
spectators. In addition, it is Ang Lee, the male acclaimed director who has the absolute power
to determine the Tang’s sexuality based on his own taste. Therefore, the relationship between
Tang Wei and Ang Lee can be understood as the tension between an actress/manipulated and a
male director/manipulator. This relationship is further complicated by Ang lee being the
holder of the male gaze while Tang becomes the object of the gaze.
As Huang Haikun claims, “Lust, Caution aims to realize Ang Lee’s old-Shanghai dream”
(2007). Other scholars also emphasize his ambition of reconstructing and representing the
marginalized history and aura in 1930s-1940s’ Shanghai (Leo Ou-fan, 2008; Peng Hsiao-yen,
2008; Lin Peizhen, 2009). The director of photography, Rodrigo Prieto also emphasizes Ang
Lee’s rigorous requirements for details, such as authentic props and settings, in order to show
the “authentic old-Shanghai elegant aura” (2007: 40). “Nostalgia is considered not only as a
longing for the past, but a longing for an idealized past, for a moment that never actually
existed” (Zachary Boren). This notion of “nostalgia” is also applicable for my analysis of Ang
Lee’s persistence of revival of so-called “authentic old-Shanghai elegant aura”. As for Ang
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Lee, Lust, Caution has “beautified” the 1940s’ old-Shanghai atmosphere and fails to represent
the similar sense of “decadence” depicted by the original work of Eileen Chang (Lee 36-50).
In this sense, the “authentic old-Shanghai aura” in the movie is suspect. It is just a cinematic
representation of Ang Lee’s idealized “old Shanghai”.
Ang Lee reconstructed an idealized 1940s’ old-Shanghai aura by aestheticizing the props and
settings. He did it also, as I argue, through a deliberated refashioning of Tang Wei’s body.
This refashioning of Tang Wei’s body is linked to Ang Lee’s ideal of the historicized female
body of the past. When Tang Wei was chosen as the female protagonist enacting Wang Jiazhi,
Ang Lee explained that the reason is that “her face and personality look relatively classical”,
and “just feel like my Chinese and history female teachers’ when I was a middle student”
(D.Li 396). However, he also claims that “Tang Wei’s appearance is not so beautiful that even
mainland Chinese TV drama production teams did not want her to act as a heroine” and “she
was just considered to have ‘potential’ for old-Shanghai girl”, and yet “I had no high
confidence for her acting” (ibid. 396-398). His paradoxical evaluation of Tang Wei’s
face/body shows that he has acknowledged that the beautiful appearance and femininity of the
female star’s body are not stable but plastic and elastic. In other words, from Ang Lee’s
perspective, Tang Wei has the plasticity for transforming her body with lack of seductive aura
into an alluring old-Shanghai girl’s through a series of certain performance training and
masquerade.
Ang Lee tried to shape a more traditional female body than the old-Shanghai “modern girls”
in the 1930s-1940s in order to articulate his “Chinese identity” and “Chinese dream”. On one
level, Ang Lee wanted Tang to grasp the artistic skills which show the Chinese traditional
cultures during the training. The necessity for Tang to learn such traditional art like Suzhou
pingtan (苏州评弹) is rather puzzling if we consider that both in the film narrative and the
original story by Eileen Chang, Wang Jiazhi is never remotely mentioned in relation to the
Suzhou pingtan. Even in the filmic narrative, one can watch only one scene where Suzhou
pingtan exists when Wang Jiazhi and other old-Shanghai madams are watching it. However,
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this scene does not exist in Eileen Chang’s original work. In terms of the plot, there is no
narrative function of Suzhou pingtan performance. As Ang Lee is quoted, Tang was asked to
learn Suzhou pingtan in order to cultivate her qizhi. If we are to regard Suzhou pingtan as a
representative of traditional Chinese arts in the then-Shanghai context, we may conclude that
Ang Lee hoped to use Suzhou pingtan training to inscribe the traditional “Chinese aura” on
Tang Wei’s body. It is because Suzhou pingtan training, as a kind of “transportation
performance” (Schechner, Between Theater & Anthropology 125-6) can effectively transform
Tang’s body into an idealized traditional Chinese talented woman who can master traditional
artistic skills. However, such a traditional “Chinese aura” is also just the idealized one based
on Ang Lee’s “Chinese Dream”. There is no convincing evidence to support the theory that
common Chinese ladies historically received such teaching in this traditional folk art in
society. The traditional Chinese folk arts like Suzhou pingtan were mastered by courtesans,
for example, the ‘eight belles in Qinhuai (秦淮八艳 )’, which are just one of the special
groups of women in traditional China.
On another more important level, Wang Jiazhi is shaped into an obedient, introverted, humble
and melancholic lady who fits the idealized type of femininity imagined by Chinese
Confucianism. This type of femininity is reinforced through “the performance of the filmic
medium” 22, like close-up, indoor space, dark lighting, gloomy music and so on. Although
Wang Jiazhi is a university student, a spy disguised as the wife of a Hong Kong businessman
and an illicit lover of Mr. Yee, her behavior is portrayed as more traditional than that of the
coexistent students, spies and mistresses. In contrast to her female roommate, Lai Xiujin in
the movie and Wang Jiazhi in Eileen Chang’s original work, the Wang Jiazhi-as-student in the
film has no definite views of her own, seldom expresses her own judgments and feelings, and
even never voices her love for her team leader, Kuang Yumin. Moreover, her costumes are
relatively plain and unfashionable, while her manners are relatively cautious and respectful
22 As McDonald claims, there is dual performance--of film medium and of actor--is used to “spectacularize” the
presence of film stars. The “performance of the film medium” refers to “the technological and formal elements of
photographic framing, camera movement, lighting, editing and sound recording” which mediate the
representation of film stars (2013, 191).
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and her facial expression is relatively restrained. All of these point to the nature of her
reticence, innocence and sedateness, which satisfies the requirements of an idealized
femininity as outlined in Chinese Confucianism.
According to Confucian values, an ideal woman ought to have four qualities: (1) womanly
virtue; (2) womanly words; (3) womanly bearing; and (4) womanly work.23 In Nü Jie 女诫
(about 106 CE)，Ban Zhao expected women to be humble and sober, serving their husbands
industriously and be respectful in conjugal relations whilst being obedient (Peng Hua 79-84).
Such traditional moral virtues have since been questioned, resisted and given up in parts of
the ‘then-modern girls’, especially the radical female intellectuals who had identified
themselves with revolutionary feminist thought since the “New Female Education” emerged
in the 1900s (Judge 238-263). Many of the then-Chinese female students and scholars, like
Qiu Jin (秋瑾) and Lu Yin (庐隠), Ding Ling (丁玲) and even Eileen Chang, exuded modern
femininity by actively pursuing their freedom and love whilst developing anti-traditional
manners and lifestyles that were largely disapproved by conventional society.
Mak Tai-tai, the role Wang Jiazhi plays, also lacks modern femininity and is inclined to the
traditional. Ostensibly, Mak Tai-tai, is designed as a runner to help her husband Mr. Mak and
becomes a female merchant and a social butterfly (socialite). However, in the filmic frame,
she looks more like a traditional concubine. The space where she lives is rather enclosed. One
can frequently watch the scenes where she looks out of the windows (or makes herself up
against the mirror) in order to wait for Mr. Yee in his residence (Fig. 3.1), his car (Fig. 3.3 and
3.4) and the mansion in Hong Kong (Fig. 3.5 and 3.6). One also can see that she feels so
depressed. In addition, she also confines herself indoors, and keeps playing mahjong with Mrs.
Yee and other social butterflies. Mak Tai-tai therefore echoes the stereotypes of madams in
traditional Chinese literary works about the theme of guiyuan 闺怨 (meaning “a wife’s
23 “Now what is called womanly virtue need not be brilliant ability, exceptionally different from others. Womanly
words need be neither clever in debate nor keen in conversation. Womanly appearance requires neither a pretty nor
a perfect face and form. Womanly work need not be work done more skilfully than that of others” (Ban Zhao,
Lessons for Women, chapter IV; translated by Nancy Swann).
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lament in boudoirs”) where a wife or a concubine always expresses her endless expectation
for her husband’s/lover’s return and increasingly pours her resentment or depression out. A
typical image of such melancholy madams is Song Lian in the movie Raise The Red Lantern
(Zhang Yimou, 1991), who is one of conventional concubines in an old-style Chinese feudal
family. Both Song Lian and Mak Tai-tai have no freedom to leave the luxurious mansions
surrounding them and have to waste their time in either waiting for their husband or lover or
chatting with other mistresses/concubines through traditional entertainment, for instance,
mahjong-playing. In this sense, Mak Tai-tai’s lifestyle is involved with rather traditional
lifestyles of Chinese ladies in mansions. This is diametrically different from the then-modern
social butterflies, who frequently joined in social gatherings, like taprooms, ballrooms, night
clubs and high-class parties, and had a strong capability to accost all kinds of celebrities and
socialites. Ironically, a typical example of such modern party-girls and mistresses is the
so-called prototype of Wang Jiazhi, namely, Zheng Pingru (郑苹如).
(Fig. 3.1) (Fig. 3.2)
(Fig. 3.3) (Fig. 3.4)
(Fig. 3.5)
Therefore, whether Wang Jiazhi-as-student or Mak Tai-tai, Wang Jiazhi is presented as an
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embodiment of Chinese traditional femininity (dating back to feudal China) and a mixture of
stereotypes of traditional talented ladies and concubines, although she lives in “modern
Shanghai” (in 1930s-1940s) and pretends herself with modern fashionable qipao. Tang’s
authentic portrayal of a traditional Chinese lady, Ang Lee’s praise for her performance (D.Li
396), her honor of the Best New Performer Golden Horse Award (2007), and her statement
that “I could not often get away from and even got absorbed into Wang Jiazhi” (ibid. 406), all
reveal that Tang’s body had been reshaped by Ang Lee and made her “in-between identities”,
a mixture of traditional Chinese femininity and Ang Lee’s idealized “old-Shanghai aura”. In
other words, via her performance, Tang Wei has be manipulated as what embodied
negotiation of Ang Lee’s personal memory, his fantasy for classical Chinese culture and his
desire for traditional Chinese femininity.
Three Male Characters’Manipulation of Wang Jiazhi
Wang Jiazhi is also the object of the male characters’ gaze and is monitored, controlled and
directed by them. In Lust, Caution, Wang’s body is viewed by three key male characters,
namely, Kuang Yumin, Mr. Yee and Lao Wu. It is a movie which mainly talks about the
female lead role, Wang Jiazhi’s development and change in her body-mind, so that viewers
can frequently be identified with Wang’s gaze via the use of her point-of-view shots. However,
compared with the male characters’ powerful gaze, Wang’s is rather passive and inefficient
and she never controls the male’s body via her gaze until she decides to let Mr. Yee escape. In
contrast, the three male characters can effectively manipulate and reshape Wang Jiazhi’s body
to different degrees respectively, as Ang Lee did Tang Wei’s.
I) Kuang Yumin’s Manipulation
The first male character controlling Wang’s body is Kuang Yumin, who is the mastermind and
the director of the patriotic drama and the first assassination to Mr. Yee. And he, ironically, is
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the first male character who is viewed by Wang in the “story time”24. It also raises a question:
how does Kuang shape Wang’s body? In the structure of “the-play-within-the-play”, Wang
firstly portrays a rural pure and beautiful girl in Kuang’s patriotic drama and the first
assassination. The drama tells a story about a Chinese wounded soldier/Kuang’s character
who is brought into a rural family undergoing a trauma of losing their male member in the
anti-Japanese war. Wang’s character is the only one in the last generation of the family and is
full of hatred for Japan due to her brother’s death. The image of Wang’s character wearing the
traditional red short cotton dress and the thick long ponytail is so similar to the stereotype of
the rural revolutionary girls in the Communist revolutionary dramas, like Li Tiemei 李铁梅
in Hongdeng Ji 红灯记（“The Legend of Red Lantern”）and Xi Er 喜儿 in Baimao Nü 白
毛女(“Revenge of the White-Haired Lady”).
Compared with the relatively masculinist Communist revolutionary girls Wang’s character is
more melodramatic and feminine than revolutionary passionate. Firstly, her stage acting is
filled with feminine exaggerated facial expressions and hysterical emotions, especially when
she begs the wounded solider/Kuang to revenge her dead brother. For the spectators in
mainland China, the falling tears on her lamenting face (Fig. 3.6 and 3.7) echo the
melodramatic acting style of Hollywood weepies released in then-Shanghai cinemas, for
example, Ingrid Bergman’s lamenting tears in Intermezzo (1939) (Fig. 3.8) and Casablanca
(1942) (Fig. 3.9). And such acting style also recalls sorrowful traditional women’s crying in
Chinese niandai kuqing xi 年代苦情戏（ “the period drama of bitter emotions”), where
Chinese women frequently show their emotional fragility and sentiment due to the domestic
misery and affectional dissatisfaction. Some classical cases can be seen in the anguished
performance of Zhou Xuan 周旋 and Ruan Lingyu 阮玲玉 in old-Shanghai films （Fig. 3.9
and 3.10).
24 In the narratology, there is a clear distinction between “story time” (“the duration of the purported events of the
narrative”) and “discourse time”（“the time it takes to peruse the discourse”) (Chatman, Story and Discourse:
Narrative Structure in Fiction and Film; 1978, 62).
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(Fig. 3.6) (Fig. 3.7)
(Fig. 3.8) (Fig.3.9)
(Fig. 3.10) (Fig. 3.11)
Secondly, in terms of the story of Kuang’s drama, Wang’s role is a typical traditional rural girl,
who shoulders the heavy responsibility for the support of family member(s), specifically, her
insane mother. As a female, her will for avenging her dead brother collides with her domestic
responsibility. Therefore, she has to beg the wounded Chinese soldier/Kuang’s character to
help her to avenge her dead brother. Such female image rather accords with the requirement
for the ideal girl in traditional Chinese society, but clashes with the main modern progressive
and revolutionary female image in Chinese revolutionary and patriotic literary works. The
latter always actively devotes herself to the grand goals of the revolution and very often
severs family ties in service of the revolution. This revolutionary career seldom is
encumbered by the traditional domestic triviality, for instance, Li Jingshu’s 李静淑 decisive
departure from her family for the grand revolution inMie Wang 灭亡（“Perdition”）by Ba Jin
巴金. In this sense, Wang’s character in the patriotic drama is a more conventional, regressive
and feminine than most coetaneous revolutionary female in Chinese literary works.
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In addition, Kuang holds power to control and transform Wang’s body’s virginity for the sake
of his assassination against Mr. Yee. As a host and director of the first assassination, Kuang
forces her body to lose her virginity by implicitly requiring her to have sex with one of the
team members, Liang Runsheng as rehearsals for incoming sexual intercourse with Mr. Yee.
In the name of patriotism, Wang has to agree to have her unwilling sexual intercourse.
Drawing on Schechner’s notion of “transformation performance” (127), I regard Wang’s
sexual intercourse with Liang’s body as a key ritual in which her body is transformed. This
occurs as her physical body loses her maidenhead whilst her mind embraces the commitment
of sacrifice (through the loss of the control over her physical body) on a national level. In this
sense, her sexual intercourse with Liang can be regarded as “transformation performance”, a
ritual in which Wang Jiazhi-as-maiden transforms herself into a Wang Jiazhi-as-mature
woman. Thus, under Kuang’s control, in the name of “sublime” nationalism, Wang is forced
to perform and transform herself into a traditional and docile Chinese woman subject to
nationalist discourses.
II) LaoWu’s Manipulation
After the failure of the first assassination, Kuang and other team members are recruited and
experience training in KMT agent, except for Wang Jiazhi. Three years later, Kuang finds
Wang and persuades her to attend the second assassination against Yee and Wang agrees again.
However, the director and host of the second assassination is no longer Kuang but Lao Wu,
who is an experienced KMT agent. Therefore, Lao Wu becomes the other male who views,
directs and manipulates Wang. Compared with amateurish and young Kuang, Lao Wu is more
severe and rigorous, and has a more detailed plan to shape Wang’s new identity and body. In
the name of party-state-nation, he asks Wang to keep all his words in mind and to repeat them
until they sink in. In addition, he does not offer Wang the right to question or to think about
his words. He requires Wang to transform her identity into Mai Tai-tai’s and to absolutely
submit to his design for Mai Tai-tai’s identity. All of these demonstrates that Lao Wu’s
directing is rather autocratic. Compared with the image of Mai Tai-tai controlled by Kuang,
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the Mai Tai-tai controlled by Lao Wu looks more seductive and well-rounded. Obviously,
cameras have recorded that Mai Tai-tai’s body controlled and shaped by Lao Wu tends to
wear the sleeveless and shorter qipao in order to lure Mr. Yee, although it is winter in the
“story time”.
It is ironic that we should assume that this reshaped seductive Mai Tai-tai’s body is more a
tool for the party-state’s interest than an object for Lao Wu’s individual desire. As for Kuang,
the most important concern is about how Wang, an innocent maiden, plays a role of an
authentic married lady, Mak Tai-tai, and thus Wang needs to lose her virginity and transform
her identity. However, from Lao Wu’s viewpoint, whether Wang keeps loyally immersing
herself with her character--Mak Tai-tai-- is more significant issue. Kuang emphasizes
performer’s body but Lao Wu performer’s mind more than her body. As Kuang says, Lao Wu
never cares about Wang’s bodily feelings, and repeatedly requires her to carry herself every
bit as Mai Tai-tai in order to be loyal to the party-state. In this sense, Lao Wu’s manipulation
for Wang is more on the ideological level than on the corporal level. It also raises questions:
what body Lao Wu transforms Wang’s body into and how the transformed Wang’s body is
related to Chinese national identity or Chinese tradition. Wang manipulated by Lao Wu
embodies loyalty in traditional Chinese culture and such loyalty is not revolutionary and
modern. The key reason is that Lao Wu’s emphasis of loyalty implies the inferiors’ absolute
submission to their superior/leader, rather than the people’s passionate love for their
motherland. And his loyalty is filled with the nature of authoritarianism, which is dominated
in ancient imperial China. Therefore, Lao Wu’s loyalty is distinct from the modern Chinese
nationalist discourses, which aims at resisting foreign invasion and building a strong and rich
New China. By contrast, his loyalty is more inclined to traditional Chinese Confucianism. In
this sense, one can see, under the control of Lao Wu, Mak Tai-tai’s/Wang’s body is an
embodiment of superficial seductive femininity and traditional Chinese loyalty.
From Lao Wu’s viewpoint, only when she makes and keeps Mak Tai-tai’s identity, a
regressive and seductive mistress subjected to Mr. Yee, can Wang function as a tool for his
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patriotic assassination and keep her Chinese identity. However, Lao Wu does not recognise
any conflict between Wang’s seductive feminity and her loyalty to Chinese nationalist
ideology. When Wang keeps herself in the role of Mai Tai-tai, this “transportative
performance” may become a kind of “transformative performance” through a series of her
play-acting. When Wang completely immerses herself into the role of Mai Tai-tai, her identity
would be changed and would not keep her previous loyalty to Chinese nationalist identity
effectively, thus positioning herself as a tool for Lao Wu’s assassination no longer.
Unfortunately, it is keeping and strengthening such Mak Tai-tai identity that causes gradual
loss of Wang’s nationalist/patriotic identity.
III) Mr. Yee’s Manipulation
At the beginning of the “story time”, Mr. Yee is just the target of and the only one viewer of
Wang’s erotic performance. However, as the plots unfold, Mr. Yee becomes another
manipulator and director of Tang’s body, except for Kuang and Lao Wu. It is the way Mr. Yee
manipulates Wang’s body that transforms Wang’s body eventually into Mak Tai-tai’s identity.
In what follows, I will analyze Mr. Yee’s alternative manipulation of her body. The movie
frequently uses Mr. Yee’s point-of-view shots to position Wang’s body as the erotic object of
his desire. After that, the movie moves forward with his manipulation for her body.
This first instance of manipulation is in the scene where Mr. Yee gazes upon Wang’s seductive
body which is sheathed within a rather snug and slender qipao in a tailor shop in Hong Kong.
Lured by Wang’s sexy body, he immediately forces her to keep wearing this qipao. Following
this, the use of a long take, Mr. Yee’s point-of-view shot displays Wang’s erotic body - an icon
of elegance and shy femininity. The second time when Mr. Yee manipulates Wang’s body is in
the scene where Mr. Yee asked Wang to Apartment House 2A for having sex. It is also the first
time when Wang has sex with Mr. Yee. The whole dramatic process is noticeable. I claim that
the process is also about director-actress relation or manipulator-manipulated interaction
between Mr. Yee and Wang Jiazhi.
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Before he manipulates her, Mr. Yee firstly acts as a viewer to gaze at Wang Jiazhi, and yet
Wang does not know the presence of Yee until she later turns around and gasps at the sight of
him, who sits in an armchair. After Wang sees Yee, she immediately intentionally shows off
her sexy body by firstly doffing her coat and then leaning over her body in sleeveless snug
qipao. The use of Yee’s POV shots reveals his gazing at Wang’s erotic body. More noticeably,
Wang, from the outset, is aiming at counter-manipulating Yee’s gaze through her
self-directing of her erotic acting and Yee is just positioned as a spectator. When Yee cannot
wait but to have sex with her, Wang still tries to calm him down and to let him sit down using
a very gentle feminine voice. After that, she walks over to the window, taking off her
stockings and unbuttoning her qipao very slowly.
However, Wang’s slowly erotic acting fails to satisfy his lust and he again leaps up. In what
follows, Yee actively changes the previous directing-acting-viewing relationship designed by
Wang and he again has the power to manipulate their sex activities. As a result, Wang’s qipao
is ripped, her pants are unbuckled and her body is whipped brutally with leather belt by Yee.
After that, he immediately unfixes his pants, entering her from behind. The subsequent sexual
intercourse appears like rape, with similar camera work shared by conventional pornography.
Yee and spectators both see Wang’s semi-nude body and hear her anguished, but tender and
feminine voice reminiscent of brutal Japanese violation pornography. In this sense, Yee and
(heterosexual male) spectators both enjoy the visual and the audio pleasures of Wang’s/Tang’s
erotic body.
This above-mentioned first sexually intercourse between them is still important for Wang to
construct her identity. This first intercourse, as a “transformation performance”, functions as
making/transforming Wang’s “in-between identity” in, at least, two aspects. First, having had
sex with Yee and completed the first stage of assignment from KMT agent, Wang’s
nationalist/patriotic identity is enriched. Secondly, the first intercourse implies that Wang
becomes Yee’s mistress. In this sense, Wang begins to transform her Mak Tai-tai’s identity
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into Mr. Yee’s mistress’s identity via their sexual relationship.
As the story unfolds, Yee begins to manipulate Wang’s body and compels her Mak Tai-tai
identity to be transformed into a mistress identity mainly through a series of sexual
intercourses. I also regard the subsequent sexual intercourses as “performance”. Schechner’s
theories of performance may shed new light on this issue. According to Schechner, “if a
change occurs within the performer, or in his status, it happens only over a long series of
performances, each of which moves the performer slightly” (Between Theater &
Anthropology 126). In light of this view, the performer, Wang Jiazhi frequent sexual
encounters with Yee necessarily results in transformation of her body-mind experiences. In
the film, Wang Jiazhi has highlighted her worry about the change on her body-mind in the
front of Lao Wu,
“[Yee] knows better than you how to act the part. He not only gets inside me, but
he worms his way into my heart. I take him in like a slave. I play my part loyally, so
I too can get inside him. And every time he hurts me until I bleed and scream before
he comes, before he feel alive. In the dark only he knows it’s all true...That’s why I
can torture him until he can’t take it any longer, and I will keep going until I can’t
go anymore.”
The quotation discloses that Wang’s ongoing identity transformation her sexual intercourses
with Yee as a transformation performance. Consequently, Wang’s body is increasingly
identified with the role of Yee’s mistress, who is a high-class traditional and regressive
Chinese lady in 1940s’ Shanghai.
In addition, the ring which is bought by Yee and which is worn by Wang functions as a key
prop to push this transformation of identity from Wang’s real-life identity into Yee’s mistress.
The early sexual intercourses have limited impact, because Wang’s nationalist identity
remains a constitutive part of her overall identity. When she wears his ring, which she
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recognizes as a token of genuine love, she is transformed via this performative act. In this
kind of “transformation performance”, Wang realizes that she has changed her identity and
she is now Yee’s mistress and embodies all the values attached to this role. The nationalist
mission has conflicted with Yee’s love for her. In this sense, we can understand why Wang
Jiazhi, Yee’s lover, would eventually decideto betray the nationalist mission in order to make
Yee to escape.
Conclusion
This chapter has examined the duality of Tang Wei’s/Wang Jiazhi’s body--gender and
nation--through a close analysis of the inter-textual interaction between Ang Lee’s
manipulation of Tang Wei’s body and the three characters’ control over Wang Jiazhi’s body.
My research has shown the two kinds of bodily manipulation are parallel with each other.
Both of them tend to reproduce the female body (Tang Wei’s and Wang Jiazhi’s) as a
representation of the traditional femininity which is symbolically associated with Chineseness.
This emphasis on the traditional femininity reveals the authorship and power of male directors
and the conservative male-dominated values in reshaping the body of a Chinese female star in
current transnational film industry.
Ironically, the traditional femininity, which highlights the female is subject to male gaze, male
desire and male power, does not always follow Chinese nationalist identity, which emphasizes
people are loyal to China and Chinese government. When an individual male’s desire and
power conflict with Chinese nationalist ideology, the traditional femininity implies
anti-Chinese identity or transnational identity. When Tang Wei performed as an object of Ang
Lee’s gaze and was subject to his power, her Chinese identity was problematic; when Wang
Jiazhi immerses herself in the identification of Yee’s mistress, she betrays her national identity.
In this sense, Tang’s case implies that, in the contemporary transnational film production,
traditional femininity of Chinese female stars is closely related to Chineseness but collides
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with Chinese nationalist ideology to some degree, which results in transnational female stars’
dilemma.
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Chapter 4 Under a Ban: AReconstructed TangWei-as-victim
Introduction
“...[A] key aspect of celebrity and fame production in China is the extensive
involvement of the Party-state....the Chinese government is a key player in the
cultural industries sector...”
Elaine Jeffreys and Louise Edwards (‘Introduction’ 21)
Louise Edwards argues that, in countries with strongly centralized regulatory government
structures (like the PRC), a celebrity is unable to remain completely independent of the
Party-State’s ideology. The study of Tang Wei’s stardom allows us to further probe the subtle
effect of state ideology on mechanisms of stardom in the context of mainland China as she is
only one film star that has been placed under an official ban in the Era of Reform (1978- the
present). This raises questions: what kind of ideological discourse(s) did the state’s sanction
underscore and what is the role of state power in manipulating Tang’s stardom?
Dyer asserts, “a star image is made out of media texts, which can be grouped together as
promotion, publicity, films and commentaries/criticism” (68). Since images, film clips and
public appearances of Tang were reported to be banned from the public sphere, sensational
media texts have themselves become a site for re-interpretation of official discourses and
re-construction of her stardom. The interaction between media texts and official discourse
functions as a crucial component of reconstituting Tang's image. In this chapter, I study the
roles of respectively the Party-State-Nation and mass media texts in the (re)construction of
Tang’s stardom. In addition, I also explore how the meanings that Tang’s star image signifies
are dynamically related to specific ideological contexts, cultural logic and the operation of
power in contemporary mainland China.
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Official Censorship’s Role in Tang’s Stardom
Tang’s ban implies that mainland Chinese film censorship acts as a key factor in the
vicissitudes of her stardom. In the mainland Chinese context, film censorship functions as “an
integral part of hegemony” in its regulation of public art not just by suppressing, but by
constructing its own official discourse that impacts writers’ or artists’ creativities and the
public’s reception of and reaction to the work of these artists (Xie ix). Therefore, I regard the
state’s film censorship as a power capable of manipulating Chinese stars and constructing of
their image. In this section, I begin by briefly narrating and discussing the process during
which Tang Wei was banned from mass media platforms in mainland China, and then analyze
how the state’s interpretation of Tang’s ban is entangled with some key topics about sexuality,
female virtues and Socialist ideology and how this interpretation produced official discourses
about the social significance of her stardom.
Around 8 March, 2008, some web tabloids began to say that Tang’s promotional appearances
for Lust, Caution were stopped and that her images on commercial advertisements (Oil of
Ulay and so on) were also curtailed by SARFT (Hemelryk, 63). On 11 March, 2008, Chinese
sina.com reported that Zhang Haitao, the Vice Minister of SARFT, indirectly confirmed that
Tang was banned from media appearance. Zeng Xiwen, the China Vice-President of Unilever
had also acknowledged that many TV stations had stopped broadcasting Tang’s Pond’s
advertisement. Strangely, the ban on Tang’s public appearance and any direct official
explanation for it were never shown in any official documents. What is even more baffling is
that in some reports someone at SARFT was quoted during an interview denying that SARFT
had "completely banned" Tang Wei from all public appearance (Chinanews.com, 2008;
163.com, 2008) However, since then, Tang’s image indeed had not be seen in cinemas, TV
programs and printed media platforms of mainland China until April 2010. Additionally, all
of Tang’s scenes in the 28th annual Hong Kong Film Awards were cut by CCTV (China
Central Television) when it transmitted the show the second day (20 April, 2009)
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(english.cri.cn, 2009; ent.southcn.com, 2009). This event also can be regarded as another
piece of more convincing evidence to prove that the ban order actually existed.
As for the reasons why Tang was banned, the PRC’s official explanation was ambiguous.
According to some web coverage, Zhang Haitao, the Vice Minister of SARFT, was quoted
saying “Tang Wei is a good actress and does not achieve her fame due to her nudity and sex
scenes, and it is also good to sacrifice herself for art. However, many young people think that
they could be like her and strip their way to fame. Therefore this phenomenon does have a
negative impact on the young.” (news.sohu.com, 2008; yule.sohu.com, 2008) He was also
quoted to add that the policy for Tang just “aims to purge the issue (exploitation of sex in Lust,
Caution) but not the person (Tang Wei)” (Chinanews.com, 2008; sina.com.cn, 2008;
sohu.com, 2008). In addition, the reported official statements were contradictory
(xinhuanet.com, 2008; yam.com, 2012; Zui Yueye Menlong, 2008). As the author said in
xinhuanet.com, SARFT’s statement of “aiming to issue but not person” was rather confusing,
because it definitely banned Tang Wei---a person and undermined her personal stardom.
Based on their suspicions about this incoherent official explanation, some critics began to
doubt whether Tang was banned due to another reason (yam.com, 2012; Zui Yueye Menlong,
2008).
However, this study does not concern itself with the actual reasons behind the ban. Instead, I
will draw attention to the state’s explanation of the ban and China’s film censorship in what
follows. Although the state’s ban was never seen in official documents and its explanation of
the ban was so confusing and paradoxical, Tang’s images ceased to appear in Chinese mass
media. This implies the government can “arbitrarily use its administrative power to intervene
in the economic rules of star production so as to make or eliminate a star” (S.Yu 235) and
thus exercise a great deal of influence of official discourses.
In addition, China’s official explanation emphasizes social and moral significance of Chinese
(female) stars. While Zhang acknowledged Tang’s excellent acting accomplishments, he still
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undermined and delegitimized her star status by “constructing” a close causality between her
onscreen nudity, including sexually explicit scenes, and her star status. This reveals that from
the government’s and the Party’s viewpoint stars should firstly function as good moral models
for public emulation rather than as a tool for the film promotion and their ethical values
should take priority over their artistic accomplishments. In fact, this viewpoint carries forward
the tradition of the pre-1978 socialist or earlier celebrity/star mechanisms in which the stars or
public figures shouldered a responsibility for “promoting” the images of morally idealized
citizens for the public’s imitation. In the 1920-1930s’ Chinese society, as Chou Hui-ling
asserts, the promotion materials and films tend to use (female) stars’ on- and off-screen
behavior to promote and even “create” an idea about “progressive”, “revolutionary” and
“modern” lifestyle which the audience in traditional society needs to imitate for the social
reform (158-63). In the pre-1978 socialist PRC, the film actors’ mission was “to promote
socialist ideology” through their roles of the onscreen new “socialist citizens” “in such a way
as to simultaneously entertain and educate audience” (S.Yu 225). Therefore, impacted by this
tradition of the moralism-oriented star mechanisms, recent Chinese (female) stars like Tang
Wei are still “censored by Communist/socialist moral standards” (ibid. 230) and receive the
rigorous moral surveillance and judgment from the state and the public. Based on such
specific mechanisms, Tang is required to bear the consequences from her behavior.
In this case, Tang’s onscreen striping, nudity and sex performance is perceived as an affront
to public morality. This also implies that the moral standards which the state needs the
celebrities and stars to follow are fairly conservative. Noticeably, this cultural prejudice
reflects gendered inequality and strong male-dominated values about female chastity in the
Chinese context. Male stars have more freedom to exhibit nudity and to act in sex scenes and
they are seldom censured. Indeed, mainland Chinese male stars who act in explicit scenes are
never themselves subjected to, such a ban. For example, Liu Ye and Hu Jun even acted out in
homoerotic male sex scenes in a forbidden movie Lan Yu (2001), but their careers have not
suffered any state regulations. Therefore, I argue that such distinction between ethical
evaluation of male and female sex or nudity performance reveals male-dominated moral bias
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and patriarchal ideology in the mainland China’s official discourses. My argument also
echoes Yu’s statement that “female chastity is another persistent moral standard that the
Chinese public uses to judge female stars” (230). Her statement focuses on Chinese female
stars’ private life. However, my discussion of state’s explanation of the ban reveals that, in
the official male-dominated discourses, onscreen acting of Chinese female stars is still
expected to conform to moral standards closely connected with female chastity.
“The goal of censorship is not to eliminate all the dissident art works but to prevent the
ideological security of the dominating group from being challenged by the dissidents” (Xie
24). As Judith Butler claims, “censorship is a productive form of power” and “seeks to
produce subjects according to explicit and implicit norms” (252). In Tang’s case, the state’s
ban, as repressive film censorship, did not only aim to undermine her stardom. The ban can be
regarded as a way to produce and consolidate the Party’s official discourses. Tang’s
controversially graphic and explicit sex scenes and nudity were never experienced by
mainland Chinese movie (female) stars and have challenged Chinese conservative and
moralist viewpoints on display of female sexuality in the public sphere. Therefore, Tang’s rise
to fame has threatened the Party’s moral authority and patriarchal ideology. We can regard
Tang’s ban and the official explanation as reproduction and re-dissemination of the Party’s
official discourses and authority. Tang Wei was an object to construct and publicize state’s
ideology. In addition, under official discourses, her performance was objectionable in terms
of female moral virtues and her stardom was understood as an example which other (female)
stars and actresses should not follow. In this sense, through the ban, the Party-state again
shows its control over Chinese film and Chinese star mechanisms and the persistence of
male-dominated conservative values.
Interpretation of Official Discourses in Media Texts
The state’s power delegitimized Tang Wei’s star status through its ban order and its official
explanation. However, in the Internet age when the mainland China’s state cannot keep
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absolutely arbitrary control on web sphere, official power of discourses is rather limited in
web media texts and fails to brainwash the public completely and to control their perception
and reception of stars. The Chinese netizens gain more freedom to discuss governmental
policy and produce their own discourses by interpreting official discourses and media events.
Such interpretation and re-writing in web media platforms allow us to consider how media
texts by the netizens re-constructed Tang’s star image, how the public discourses conflicted
with state’s power of discourses and how interplay and tension between the public and the
official discourses functioned in the vicissitudes of Tang’s stardom. Therefore, the goal of this
section is to investigate how (web) media texts interpreted Tang’s ban from media appearance
as well as the relevant state’s discourses on banning her and how these function as a key
factor in the re-construction of Tang’s star image.
Before analysing the netizens’ reviews and interpretation of Tang’s ban, I explore Tang’s
image as it is reported in the (web) mass media and the public’s reviews of her before she was
banned. For playing in sexually explicit scenes and portraying a controversial and negative
spy, Wang Jiazhi in Lust, Caution, Tang had been condemned and even abused as a
shameless “bitch” by a certain cross-section of netizens (Dong Dong; Song Zude; Xu Pei).
Amongst the condemnations, a web essay titled “A prostitute’s letter of complaint against
Tang Wei in Lust Caution” (aboluowang.com, 2007) is noteworthy. In this letter, the
anonymous author professes herself as representing mainland Chinese sex workers in protest
of how the role has created further prejudice against Chinese sx workers. Her complaints can
be divided into the three aspects. Firstly, she questions why Tang’s sex scenes with Tony
Leung can be legally shown in the public sphere, but prostitutes’ sex work is illegal and has to
be done underground. Secondly, she claims that Tang’s “lascivious” performance onscreen is
consumed by a largely male audience, which may encourage rape; however, prostitutes’ sex
services can adequately secure society against the animalistic or primal sexual urges of men
and therefore preserve public peace and order. This "representative" therefore could not
understand why Tang was not officially punished for her onscreen sex acts, but prostitutes’
sexual service is always punished. Thirdly, she claims that Tang’s sex behaviour has tainted
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the film art, and she fails to apprehend why her image was still actively displayed in mass
media. In the end of the letter, the author expresses her hope that Tang’s sex performance
should be punished in order to purify China’s cultural market and social morality.
These comments imply that many members of the Chinese audience still mix performers’
professional performances with their real lives. They are unable to accept explicit
performances of sexuality or sexual intercourse in the public sphere and they fail to perceive
the function of sex as an aspect of art and aesthetics. There still exists a close link between
aesthetics and sexual moralism in the field of film criticism in the recent mainland China.
Based on the various misreadings, Tang’s sex performance in the movie is misunderstood as
her having real sex with Tony Leung, and she is seen as a controversial female in terms of
sexual morality. All of the negative opinions against Tang almost ignore her acting
accomplishments and at the same time highlight her sexual immorality (Dong Dong; Song
Zude; Xu Pei). In addition, some of the authors satirize Tang’s appearance and argue that, in
spite of her plain appearance, she can still get the chance to portray Wang Jiazhi via her
“casting couch” with Ang Lee (Song Zude). All of these media texts produce a rather
negative star image of Tang Wei.
However, before the ban emerged, most of the state-funded and private reports and articles
maintained a wholesome star image of Tang, namely a qingchun girl without seductiveness.
The articles about Tang Wei and Lust, Caution either sketched her experiences and trainings
during shooting or amplified the course of her personal struggle (Li Guoping & Shen Yuchen;
Lin Xi; Lin Yihan; Zhai Haoran; Zi Ling). These articles can be regarded as Tang’s short
biographies depicting her struggle towards stardom. The biographies often emphasized
Tang’s positive qualities, like diligence, persistence, courtesy, calmness, composure,
straightforwardness and innocence, and her artistic family background (her father is a painter
and her mother is an actress) (Lin Yihan; Zhai Haoran; Zi Ling). It serves to enhance her
progressive and positive star image in terms of morality.
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Like the writing by the abusive netizens, these articles similarly draw more attention to
Tang’s moral qualities than her artistic accomplishments. They fail to review Tang’s film
acting and her sex performance in Lust, Caution in terms of aesthetic values (Lin Yihan; Zhai
Haoran; Zi Ling). They are more willing to "promote” Tang’s struggle and hard-working
spirit during the film production in order to shape an idolized “Tang Wei”. In addition,
although the articles quote some directors’ and actors’ review on her, her moral virtues, rather
than her acting skills, are stressed. For example, Stan Lai, the famous Taiwanese director, was
quoted saying that she was a pure and placid girl (Lin Yihan 73). This implies that most of
pro-Tang articles are also morally-centred and they construct and maintain her positive star
image by over-playing her moral virtues.
Tang’s ban readjusted the balance between her supporters and detractors and changed the
public’s reception of her stardom. Almost all of the media texts about Tang transferred their
debate to the ban completely few months after the webs reported the banning order of SARFT
on 11 March of 2008. The official banning order was reported widely by web media
(xinhuanet.com, 2008; yam.com, 2012; Zui Yueye Menlong, 2008) and sparked the public’s
attention to Tang’s stardom and then triggered second controversy about Lust, Caution and
Tang Wei in media platforms. The debates can be divided into two aspects. Firstly, as the
confused and incoherent official explanation for the banning sparked the public’s voyeuristic
desire for matters in the entertainment industry, some web essays have speculated the real
reasons why Tang was banned (yam.com, 2012; Zui Yueye Menlong, 2008). Secondly, some
comments criticized and condemned the banning order as rather ill-considered, irrational and
unadvisable (broadsky; Guan Jinding; xinhuanet.com; Zhao Yong; Zhu Dake).
Although both the public’s speculation and comments focus on Tang’s being banned, the
netizens’ comments and arguments, as key extra-filmic texts, still function in the
re-construction of Tang’s stardom. Therefore, in what follows, I will begin with the
investigation of how the audience’s speculation about the real reasons why Tang was banned
recreates ideological discourses against the state’s power, and then I will explore how public
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speculation re-shaped her image. After that, I will focus on the netizens’ comments and
analyze how they delegitimized official discourses and implied complex relationship between
(female) stardom, art and the state’s manipulation and control. I will further argue that both
the public’s speculation and comments in media platforms recreate a new Tang’s star image:
a vulnerable and inculpable but oppressed suffering actress.
Noticing that the official explanation for the ban was rather incoherent (xinhuanet.com, 2008;
yam.com, 2012; Zui Yueye Menlong, 2008), some of netizen speculate there were other
reasons for the ban. Around the year of 2008, there existed two main strands of gossip on this
topic. The first strand is that some senior official in the Party viewed Lust, Caution and was
disgusted by its “glorification of traitors and insult to patriots,” complaining to SARFT
leaders that they should never approve the exhibition of the movie in cinemas (Callick, 2008;
secretchina.com, 2008; news.creaders.net, 2008). What’s more surprising, the other gossip
said that Tang Wei was banned because she refused to offer sexual service to a son of a
Party’s senior official (blog.163.com, 2008; blog.vsharing.com, 2008). The latter gossip drew
more attention in the Internet.
However, without strong evidence, both stories lacked credibility. Until February 9th in 2010,
new information in the web again sparked public attention to the real reason why Tang was
banned, although it was the time when the ban had been lifted and Tang’s appearance has
re-emerged onscreen. Lu Chuan, one of the famous Chinese directors, in his weibo.com
revealed that there were two reasons why Tang was banned --- one of them was that she
refused to attend the party held by a certain Beijing senior official and the other was that a
certain famous female star who hated Tang advised a certain intimate state’s official to
blacklist her in the name of the public opinion. Based on this, Lu lamented that Tang’s ban
implied China’s “fucking” fainthearted society which often tyrannized the inferior
(youtube.com, 201025).
25 The more information about Lu Chuan’s statements in his weibo.com can be seen in the website:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LsnCoUsW--Y
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In Lu Chuan’s revision of the event, Tang is depicted as a victim and an underdog under the
“jungle law” of Chinese entertainment industry and star system. In addition, Lu’s speech
highlights Tang’s defying the state power the senior official embodies. Therefore, Tang was
perceived as an embodiment of a progressive, individualist and independent heroine defying
the political authority in terms of the liberalistic ideological discourses. Besides, Tang’s
refusal to have an affair with a senior official meets the requirement of female chastity and
makes her stardom gain more moral praise. Hence, in terms of patriarchal new-Confucianism
ideology, Tang can be thought of as an embodiment of chaste female moral virtues. Based on
the tradition that Chinese female stars were often morall-suspect and demonized due to their
sexual scandals (S.Yu 226-231), Tang’s moral virtues set her apart from the other female stars
who are dogged by scandalous media reports. Moreover, Lu’s discussion of Tang’s rejection
against the senior officer also undermined the earlier gossip about her “casting couch” during
casting audition of Lust, Caution. In fact, after that, the gossips about her “casting couch” are
seldom seen in web media platforms.
The comments about the banning order also imply the complex relationship between the
audience’s discourses and official discourses and play a key role in re-construction of Tang’s
star image. Most of the comments question why the state’s ban is just against Tang Wei rather
than other crew members in the movies, such as Tong Leung (who also shows his nudity and
sexually explicit scenes) and Ang Lee (who is the director designing the sex scenes and
controlling Tang’s body) (Cai; creaders.net; wordpress.com; Xian). In this sense, most
authors try to explore why only Tang was banned and then censure the unfairness of the
official punishment (Broadsky; Cai; Xian; D. Zhu).
Among the comments, the essay titled “Why Tang Wei was banned: patriarchal society
represses female” by a netizen whose net name is “Broadsky” is noteworthy (2008). The
author systematically compares the difference between Ang Lee, Tony Leung and Tang Wei,
and argues that there exists two main aspects of difference. Firstly, Tang is the female, but
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Ang Lee and Tony are the male. The author explained that “the female should bear the
responsibility for the licentious scandal” and the ban results from the viewpoint that Chinese
officials regard the female as the “scapegoats for obscene incidents”. Secondly, Ang Lee and
Tony are celebrities with power and privilege, but Tang is just a weak starlet. The author
argues that Chinese people always fawn upon the rich and powerful persons, and thus the
Chinese officials do not dare to punish the powerful Ang Lee and Tony Leung, banning the
powerless Tang instead. Based on such an analysis, the author further claims that the two
main differences both are related to power and then censure that Chinese patriarchal society
offers too much power and privilege to the male from the feminist perspective.
In addition, other comments add to compare Tang, Tony Leung and Ang Lee in terms of
nationality. For example, Xian Yan finds that almost all lead actors and main crew members
in Lust, Caution, except Tang, are not mainland Chinese people, and speculates that the
SARFT may worry that the banning for the non-mainland Chinese filmmakers and actors
would cause terrible international effects and thus just banned Tang. In this sense, Xian
laments that nobody but the powerful dignitary is immune and can resist random oppression
by mainland China’s bureaucracy, which accounts for why recently so many mainland
Chinese stars and celebrities have exhibited an eagerness to obtain foreign passports and
citizenships (peacehall.com, 2008). Like Broadsky’s, Xian’s argument is also related to power.
Therefore, their comments and explanation about Tang’s incident imply the unfair hierarchy
of the mainland Chinese entertainment industry. Their comments use Tang as a tool to
censure unfair hierarchy and operation of power and to reconstruct feminist and liberalistic
discourses against the state’s patriarchal and authoritarianism discourses. Therefore, in their
comments, Tang embodies a typically inferior, vulnerable and victimized Chinese starlet or
actress or even woman, who has become the scapegoat under the official unfair repression
and needs to be commiserated by the public.
Other reports also imply that Tang Wei’s career is controlled by the state and is not protected
by the rule of law. A noticeable example is the petition to stop the ban on Tang Wei titled
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“Suggestion that Tang Wei be given back the right to work” by Hao Jian, a teacher in Beijing
Film Academy. This petition was circulated online (aisixiang.com, 2008; blog.sina.com.cn,
2008; tieba.baidu.com, 2008) and signed by lawyers, entertainment and media industry people,
academics and citizens. In this petition, the author highlights that Tang Wei, as an actress,
“doesn't have any involvement in this decision making process” and thus she should not bear
the responsibility for controversial topics in Lust, Caution. In contrast, “the person held
responsible should be the person who approved the release of the movie”. In addition, he adds
that “to implement this ban without due legal procedure not only hurts Tang Wei, it also hurts
the art and artistic creativity of mainland China”. What’s worse, the ban will “put restraints on
China's cultural creativity”, “reduce China's soft power” and damage the image of the
government and our country. Furthermore, he condemns that SARFT tries to shift the official
accountability by hurting an actress (danwei.org, 2008).
These viewpoints suggest that the relationship between actress/actor/artistic workers and the
state’s power in three ways. Firstly, Tang Wei, as an actress, was banned neither via legal
procedures nor the form of an official document but through oppression from SARFT, which
suggests that the state’s operation of power does not depend on an effective legal system but
is controlled by arbitrary leaders’ authority. Secondly, Tang Wei and other artistic workers
cannot maintain and safeguard their own right against the state’s arbitrary banning order via
the legal procedure. That is why they need to write such a petition to China’s central
government (not the central court) in order to beg the central leaders help to instruct SARFT
to withdraw bans on Tang Wei. Thirdly, artistic workers have little power and are controlled
by and inferior to the powerful state. As a result, they are very sensitive to the state’s banning
order. In the case of Tang’s incident, her star career is not closely related to interests and
benefits of the signing artists and film workers. It also raises an interesting question: why did
they attach so much importance to Tang’s stardom? To some degree, it indicates that most of
them worry that they would suffer from a similar banning order from SARFT or some of the
Party’s leaders one day, when their artworks may conflict with the official ideology or the
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Party-state’s leaders’ tastes. As Lu Chuan (陆川) said, “if I do not support and voice for Tang
Wei, nobody would support and voice for me one day” (xinhuanet.com, 2010).
Therefore, the petition signed by many artistic workers again depicted Tang Wei as a
scapegoat. In comparison with above-mentioned Xian Yan’s comment, the only difference is
that Tang becomes a scapegoat for the fault of the SARFT members who approved the release
of the movie. The image of the scapegoat recall the woman-as-victim in face of society’s
unfairness in the texts of Chinese novels, movies and biographies, such as film star Ruan
Lingyu (阮玲玉), Bai Maonü (白毛女) in the drama Bai Maonü and Li Sufen (李素芬) in the
movie A Spring River Flows East (1947). According to Zhao Xiaoqin, in the Chinese context,
the woman-as-victim in film texts is often employed as a kind of artistic strategy for the
filmmakers to express their dissatisfaction against social injustice in the Chinese context
(2012: 168-169). What’s more, this strategy is also related to the specific humanitarian
tradition in the Oriental culture which is concerned with the weak and the powerless
(167-168). In this sense, the images of the woman-as-victim represent the social group of the
victimized. The image of victim and scapegoat of Tang Wei circulating in Chinese media
texts has the similar effect as the image of woman-as-victim in the texts of Chinese literature
and film do. Her image of a victim and scapegoat also serves to arouse the audience’s
compassion and mercy, even though she had been suspected morally due to her sex scenes.
Given the above-mentioned argument that Tang has embodied chastity-oriented female moral
virtues via the gossips, her star image ideologically signifies an inculpable victim with
traditional feminine chastity under state’s unfair authoritarianism. Ironically, such a positive
star image was first influenced by the state’s ban of her public appearance and then was
reconstructed through the tension between the audience’s discourses and the official
discourses in the recent mainland Chinese context.
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Conclusion
This chapter has discussed the complicated interplay between the official power and the
audience’s discourses in the process of reconstructing Tang’s stardom. Although it has
entered the Reform Period and the Internet Age, the Party-state’s ideological discourses still
maintain their power by punishing the star, whose onscreen behavior conflicts with
conservative moral standards. In this political context, mainland Chinese stars, especially the
female stars like Tang Wei, still shoulder the responsibility for onscreen behavior which
would conform to the official male-dominated values in which female chastity is still
emphasized.
In addition, with the development of digital technologies and the liberalization of the media,
new media such as the Internet can create new venues for individuals to circulate their own
viewpoints more freely than before. At the same time, the Party-state no longer remains an
absolute control over the new venues. This situation allows the audience to produce and
circulate their discourses which are not subject to the official ideology via their discussions
about the official ban. In this sense, the public discourses, as alternative discourses, also
function in the re-construction of stardom. In the case of Tang, via the interpretation of the
complex relationship between the ban and her, the netizens reshaped the star image of Tang
as a victim and scapegoat under the unfair male-dominated oppression of the official authority.
In addition, what is particularly noteworthy is that the part of audience’s discourses do not
reject traditional patriarchal values completely either. In fact, their compassion to Tang, to
some degree, is related to the simultaneous presentation of her reconstituted female chastity in
the face of some senior official’s oppressive authority and sexual lust.
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Chapter 5 Tang’s On- and Off-screen Performance and Her Stardom
Introduction
On April 2nd , 2010, the release of the movie Crossing Hennessy marked Tang Wei's return to
mainland China’s cinemas after being allegedly “blacklisted” by the authorities for two years.
Henceforth, Tang portrayed different roles in the four films, namely, Crossing Hennessy
(2010), Dragon (2011), Speed Angels (2011) and Late Autumn (released in PRC in 2012), all
of which were released in mainland Chinese cinemas from 2010 to 2012. Given that Tang’s
sexual performance in Lust, Caution (2007) resulted in the Party-state’s official ban order and
subsequently the decline of her career trajectory, the renewal of her stardom reminds us to
attach the importance to the interaction between her performance and the re-construction of
her star status in the PRC context.
My study of Tang’s performance draws on the notion that the star image has a duality, which
has been elaborated in many academic writings (Dyer, Stars 68-72; Gledhill xiv; Watson
131-140), namely a duality consisting of “on-screen performance and off-screen existence”
(which is “publicized through gossip columns, celebrity interviews, fan
magazines/sites/clubs”,etc.) (S.Yu 225). According to Butler Breese, during the “Golden Age
of Hollywood” from 1930s to 1940s, the studio executives not only manipulated the filmic
representation of the stars’ images, but also associated themselves with the reports to “craft
and convey the off-screen performance of the stars to the public” (ibid. 397). This argument
implies that, like the stars’ film acting, their extra-filmic performance also can be “cultivated”
as a crucial tool to “promote” their star personas in the face of the mass audience. In this
sense, rather than the mere presentation of their ‘real’ personalities, the “off-screen existence”
of stars can be understood as “off-screen performance” which is “cultivated” by themselves
and/or their managers and is also mediated through the mass media. Therefore, the duality of
the star image is composed of two kinds of performances: onscreen acting (= “playing others”)
and off-screen performance (= “play themselves”). In this chapter, I will discuss the
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respective roles of Tang’s onscreen acting and off-screen performance in re-constructing her
stardom.
From Oi Lin to Anna: Renewal of Tang Wei
As Christine Geraghty asserts, film performance “takes on particular importance as a way for
film stars to claim legitimate space in the overcrowded world of celebrity status” (192).
Tang’s onscreen acting functions as a key component in reconstructing her star image. Tang’s
characters and acting styles in the four films (i.e. Crossing Hennessy, Dragon, Speed Angels
and Late Autumn) show how she reconstructed a relative stable screen image ─ a
girl-as-victim ─ through her onscreen performance and how she showed her varied acting
styles to subvert the negative discourses depicting her previous fame as an “overnight
sensation by striping” in order to renew her star status. This section begins with the analysis
of Tang’s characters and film acting in the four films from 2010 to 2012.
Crossing Hennessy (2010) is a typical modern Hong Kong romantic comedy directed by Ivy
Ho, telling a story of two people, namely, Loy (Jacky Cheung) and Oi Lin (Tang Wei), who
are both pushed to attend the match-making lunch set up by Loy’s mother and Oi Lin’s aunt
and uncle respectively. Different from the controversial 1940’s female student, Wang Jiazhi
in Lust, Caution, Oi Lin is a modern girl-next-door living in Wan Chai of 21st century. She is
a Chinese mainlander and who lives with her Hong Kong aunt and uncle after her parents’
death. As an orphan and an outlander, Lin, is often silent, disconsolate, stubborn and strongly
self-protecting and hopes to gain love and warmth. In the film, she always wears simple
clothes, like sneakers and jeans and plain make-up, which also allows us to understand her as
a girl without wealth.
Although the most of the film focuses on Loy, Oi Lin’s character is featured prominently. In
the story, Oi Lin firstly loves Ah Xu, a very hot-headed and muscular guy always using his
violence to deal with problems. Then, she befriends Loy. At the beginning of the movie, Xu
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is still in prison and Oi Lin’s uncle disapproves of her love for Xu and forces her to take part
in the blind date with Loy. Therefore, Lin has to hover between her respect for uncle and her
love for Xu. However, the emergence of Loy changed Lin’s life. After a few dates, the two
eventually strike up a friendship based on their mutual interest in detective stories. However,
such a new friendship is misunderstood as a romance by Loy’s and Lin’s families, both of
whom thus begin discussing the wedding banquet.
Loy tells Lin about their families’ wedding arrangements, but Lin misunderstands this
arrangement as Loy’s trick. Therefore, Lin feels so upset and then decides to break up their
friendship. So highly stressed, Lin wanders and then cries eventually on Hennessy Street.
After Xu is released from prison, Lin shares a flat with him. However, as time goes by, Lin
finds that she grows increasingly unhappy about her relationship with Xu. When Xu says
“you don’t love me any more!” to Lin, she begins to rethink her love for him and then breaks
off their romance. In this sense, Lin’s sentiments are complicated and her emotions are easily
injured and impacted by male characters, like her uncle, Loy and Xu.
Tang portrayed Oi Lin’s inner conflict through her facial expressions, actions, gestures and
voice. There are few key scenes where Tang shows Lin’s emotional tensions in a subtle
manner. The scene when Oi Lin meets with Loy at the third time and Loy tells Lin about their
marriage banquet arranged by their family is the one of examples. Although, in the scene, the
shot/reverse shot and over shoulder shot sequences are employed to depict the dialogues
between Lin and Loy, Lin’s reaction to Loy’s lines is shown in more close-up shots in a
long-take style than Loy’s. After Loy tells Lin something about their marriage banquet
arrangement, Lin’s eyes open more widely, indicating her surprise about the information.
Listening to Loy’s lines, without any verbal reactions, Lin begins to lower her head a little for
a moment and then turns her neck and her eyes. All of these facial expressions and gestures
depict her contemplation of and anxiety about the wedding arrangement. After a momentary
close-up of Loy’s face, Lin’s reaction can again be seen in a longer close-up shot. She still
bows her head for few seconds, and then turns her eyes to Loy with an angry facial
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expression. After her eyes open widely again, she again lowers and turns her head with a cold
smile, followed by her turning eyes again towards Loy (Fig. 5.1-5.10). Such complicated and
subtle changes of her facial expressions and bodily movements reveal the complexity of her
emotion, which includes surprise, suspicion, anxiety, depressions and so on. Also, in such
subdued manners, Tang’s performance helps to shape Oi Lin as a modern girl with the
personalities of repression, stubbornness, sensitiveness, suspiciousness, self-protecting-ness,
inner vulnerability.
（Fig. 5. 1. -- 5. 10.）
Lin’s repression, stubbornness and inner vulnerability also can be in the scene when she walks
very quickly in the streets of Wan Chai after she buys a dehumidifier in order to apologize to
Mrs. Jiang (Loy’s mother) for her concealment of the fact that she has a boyfriend. The
combination of fast-paced editing, fast-transient piano music and Lin’s quick steps implies her
inner anxiety and her hope to escape from the sorrowful reality as soon as possible. However,
she does not know where she wants to go and where she can go. When she runs to a
pedestrian bridge, the rhythm of the music begins to change a little and becomes slower.
Followed by that, Lin’s back is shown in a medium shot, which depicts that she is
overlooking the traffic and the citizens moving in the street from the overpass. After a cut to a
low-angle long shot of Lin’s standing on the overpass, which shows that she seems to be
isolated and is so lonely in the street, one can see her in a close-up shot. Tang’s depressed
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facial expression and a few tears also allow the audience to identify and commiserate with
Lin’s inner repression and emotional fragibility, which is reinforced by the sorrow and slow
background music.
However, such subdued performance style is not only one acting mode of Tang. In the film,
Tang also shows aspects of mischievousness and cuteness of Oi Lin via her exaggerated
facial expressions, which raises a question about how to understand the diversification of
Tang’s acting. In some interviews, Tang is quoted to say that she has a lot of little actions in
real life which the director, Ivy Ho found interesting and asked her to show in the movie, like
pouting and grimacing (The Bund, 2010). Tang is able to integrate some signature comedic
gestures and expressions into her playing of the role that not only responded to the demands
of the script and narrative, but also blurs the line between her character and her actor self.
Tang Wei in Speed Angels (2011) also projects modern “girl-next-door” through comic film
performance. However, compared with a small quantity of cute facial expressions in Crossing
Hennessy (2010), Tang shows more magnified comicalness in the film. Tang portrays a
man-like and active taxi driver, Hong Xiaoyi, who becomes an outstanding racer in the Asia
Heroine Race later. At the beginning, Xiaoyi helps a handsome racing coach Gao Feng (Han
Jae-Suk) to run after the car of four bastards speeding away with Gao’s bag via her fearless
and excellent taxi-driving skills. Followed by that, Xiaoyi also helps to beat and catch the
four gangsters using her excellent Chinese kung-fu. As a result, Gao hires her to partner with
the accomplished driver Han Bing (Rene Liu) for the upcoming Asia Heroine Race. During
driving and grappling, Tang performs an active and innocent tomboy through her man-like
behaviors and dresses as well as cherubic facial expressions.
However, with the story unfolding, Xiaoyi gradually displays a bashful and feminine
sensitivity after she knows the beneficiary is Gao Feng, her idol in the famous racing team,
“Speed Angels”. Similar to the above-mentioned Oi Lin, Xiaoyi is a character with a
noticeable amount of emotional vulnerability. Her mind and emotion are impacted easily by
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external factors.. In addition, the plots begin to tell the audience more about Xiaoyi’s mental
obstacles. She cannot get away from the sorrowful past that her father died from the severe
traffic accident when she was young. This severe mental block has had a bad impact on
Xiaoyi’s performance when she is racing. It is Gao Feng who uses his patience and
encouragement to help Xiaoyi to overcome her mental block.
In the latter part of the film, Tang’s versatile performance, on the one hand, increasingly
externalizes Xiaoyi’s inner vulnerability and dependence on the male protagonist, Gao Feng;
on the other hand, it slowly undermines the comedy. When she knows that she cannot date
Gao Feng and become his girlfriend according to the rule of the racing team, she feels so
depressed. Tang chooses to play her with peaceful silence, wandering or driving (Fig.
5.11-5.13). This subdued acting reveals Xiaoyi’s inner depression and frustration. Until Gao
Feng sees the wounded Xiaoyi for the second time, Tang begins to include her emotional
agitation to the subdued acting style to reveal her emotional fluctuation and inner conflict.
When Gao Feng plans to help her sit in the wheelchair, Xiaoyi firstly rejects his assistance
and then tells the lines with rather fluctuating emotion: “The nicer you are, the worse I feel.
You...Me...I think there is no future for us. I wasn’t sure where this would lead. I thought I
could just love you but... Did you see? You’re torturing me with your kindness.” The
audience can identify with Xiaoyi’s vulnerability and finds her mental dependence on Gao
Feng through Tang’s expressive speech, jerky breathing and depressive facial expressions
(Figures 5.14-5.17). After that, followed by a slow point-of-view shot of Xiaoyi, which
shows Gao Feng is leaving with his back towards her, the movie shows her whimpering and
emotional facial expressions in the close-up shots. Overall, by using her acting skills flexibly,
Tang portrayed Hong Xiaoyi, a female character not only with psychological baggage, inner
vulnerability and dependence on the male in her mind but with comicalness and masculinity
on the surface.
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(Fig. 5. 11--5. 13)
(Fig. 5. 14- 5. 17)
In Late Autumn (2010), which is an English-language movie directed by South Korean Kim
Tae-yong, Tang completely gives up her comedic acting and innocence and employs her body
and voice in a rather sparing manners in order to shape a frustrated prisoner named Anna.
Adapted from the now-lost Lee Man-hee’s melodrama classic of the same title (1966), the
movie tells a sorrowful modern romance between two strangers, Anna, who has been in
prison for seven years for her manslaughter of her husband (John Woo) and is given 72 hours
parole to attend her mother’s funeral, and Hoon, a Korean man as a gigolo on the run from
powerful businessperson.. To portray the role, Tang uses a minimalist performance style and
stillness, quietness and vacantness. In the whole movie, one can see Anna’s facial expressions
remain similarly cold, icy and vacant without obvious change. When Anna hears that her
mother has died, she does not show her sorrow with anguished facial expression and crying.
In the bus, Tang also does not externalize her inner pain with sorrowful facial expression.
Instead, Tang just remain her vacant and icy expression and silence in such a subdued manner
that the audience and Hoon both cannot easily understand what Anna is thinking and desiring.
Such minimalist acting allows us to identify her as a rather self-forlorn and self-repressed
character (Figures 5.18-21).
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(Fig. 5. 18-- 5. 21)
However, there is one scene which shows Tang’s emotional eruption after this repression
and stillness,. The scene happens when Hoon comes to Anna’s mother’s funeral. After Wang
Jing warns Hoon not to go together with Anna, Hoon feels very angry and beats Wang.
Irritated by Hoon’s saying “he uses my fork” to Wang, Anna suddenly shouts out “why do
you use his fork...it’s not your fork” to Wang repeatedly and then stoops down herself, crying
rather hysterically (Figures 5.22-29). This exaggerated acting style is so distinct from the
previous minimalist mode that the audience can regard the previous vacant and icy
expression as an embodiment of Anna’s inner repression, forlornness and helplessness. As a
result, ones can generate compassion for her misfortune.
(Fig. 5.22 –5.25)
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(Fig. 5. 26---5. 29）
In contrast with Oi Lin, Hong Xiayi and Anna in modern times, in Dragon (2011), Ayu
portrayed by Tang is a village girl living in the traditional society on the border of Yunnan in
1917’s China. In this martial arts film, Ayu is a heroine who is not related to traditional
Chinese martial arts world and her actions do not impact the main storyline. She is just a
village girl settling in such a idyllic, hospitable village and leads a peaceful life with a
paper-maker Liu Jinxi (Donnie Yen).
Nevertheless, Tang’s performance is still noticeable and Peter Chan also focuses on display of
Ayu’s personality and emotionality in some scenes. In the storyline, Ayu is a girl who has
been hurt and forsaken by her ex-husband and thus has a strong feeling of insecurity. In order
to play such a role, Tang again employs her subdued performance in a subtle manner. Without
hyperbolic style, Tang often shows her silence, repression and self-protecting-ness via her
subtle facial expressions. A noticeable example is the scene when Xu Baijiu (Takeshi
Kaneshiro) inquiries her about Liu Jinxi, her beloved husband, Ayu seems to find something
terrible and keeps silent for a moment. The shot/reverse shot sequences put Tang’s face in
close-up shots. As the figures show, Tang’s widely open eyes, closed lip, and following
actions-slightly lowering her head and rejecting Xu’s gaze, all imply Ayu’s inner tension and
anxiety (Figures 30-35).
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（Fig. 5. 30- 5. 35)
Another scene implies that Ayu expresses her inner trauma and sentimental emotion in a
rather minimalist manner. When Liu Jinxi says sorry to Ayu and apologizes that he is not an
ordinary paper-maker but a killer in fact, she feels very sorrowful, locks the door and keeps
herself in a small room. Followed by a lyric and dolorous sound, the camera pushes itself
towards Tang’s actions and facial expression from a full shot to a medium close-up. In this
way, one can pay attention to her quavering behavior, bowing her head, leaning her forehead
on the door and whimpering. Afterwards, without hysterical voices and with tears, Tang also
uses her peaceful and dolorous tone to ask Jinxi: “that day by the pond, if the woman you met
hadn’t been me, would you have stayed?”. Tang’s subdued expressions, actions and voice
allow the audience to place Ayu as a female image who has been hurt deeply by males and




In the above survey of four characters Tang Wei has portrayed, we can find that there are
many similarities between them. Firstly, whether using comedy or not, they are emotionally
vulnerable and sensitive and often suffer from the mental torture generated by male
protagonists. Oi Lin’s emotion is impacted by A Xu and Loy; Hong Xiaoyi’s mentality is
tortured by Gao Feng; Anna’s misfortune and vacantness attribute to her ex-husband and
Wang Jin and Ayu’s sense of insecurity results from her ex-husband and Liu Jinxi. Besides,
Tang’s characters all need warmth, protection and care from males, and in return male roles’
assistance and kindness can account for their happiness and pleasure. Loy’s humor causes Oi
Lin’s cute laugh; Gao Feng’s patient guidance and care help Xiaoyi to overcome her mental
block effectively; Hoon’s humor and kindness provide helpless and forlorn Anna with a mild
life and love; Liu Jinxi’s warm love and powerful kung-fu save Ayu and her children and offer
her sense of security. Furthermore, all of these characters are not shown in a sexy, sultry and
seductive way but in an innocent and simple manner. Some of them have boyish quality, like
Oi Lin and Hong Xiaoyi.
My study of the four characters has shown Tang’s consistent onscreen image----an image of
an austere and innocent but pathetic girl-as-victim suffering from emotional trauma and
needing sympathy. However, as Chapters 1 and 2 claim, it is Lust, Caution that provided a
chance for Tang to rise to a transnational fame and it is the controversial character Wang
Jiazhi who defined her initial famous onscreen persona prior to the four films. The highly
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erotized image of Wang Jiazhi, a seductive but innocent spy will be seen as polar opposites to
Tang’s girl-as-victim image. A comparative study between the eroticized Wang and the later
multiple permutations of the ‘girl-as-victim’ roles may elucidate on how Tang’s onscreen
identities and star image is a direct result of her acting abilities: that they are all careful and
controlled constructions.
My analysis of the distinction draws on some arguments about the tension between the
character and the actor in the field of film star studies. Richard Maltby finds that the audience
always experiences the presence of the performer and the presence of the character “in the
same body” (380). This notion of “actor’s two bodies” (ibid.) indicates that the audience to
some degree links personalities of the character with the real qualities of the actor. For the
film star, his/her recognizability “creats a pull on this relationship” (“Story and Show: The
Basic Contradiction of Film Star Acting” 171). In his article ‘The Basic Contradiction of
Film Star Acting’ (2012), McDonald elaborates the tension in the character/actor relationship.
He asserts that moviegoers know about a star mainly through a string of performances.
Therefore, to what degree a particular performance in a movie is perceived as illustrating the
star’s real personality is just grounded on the familiarity and consistency with his/her
onscreen persona constructed through performance in other films (ibid. 180). McDonald’s
argument seems to ignore the role of the star’s offscreen performance in influencing the
audience’s identification with the star’s image. However, his emphasis on the impact of
continuities from stars’ earlier performances on the viewers’ judgment of stars’ ‘real’
personalities also allows us to re-consider the distinction between the image of Wang Jiazhi
and the later onscreen personas of Tang in the four films.
In the case of Tang, seductiveness of Wang Jiazhi, a Chinese “femme fatale” living in the
1940s’ Shanghai has set itself away from non-seductiveness of the characters of modern girls
(i.e., Oi Lin in Crossing Hennessy, Hong Xiaoyi in Speed Angels and Anna in Late Autumn)
and of the traditional rural lady (i.e., Ayu in Dragon). This obvious difference implies that
she failed to live up to her initially influential onscreen persona—an erotized icon with
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seductiveness in Lust, Caution. On the one hand, the audience hardly perceives Wang Jiazhi’s
seductiveness as illustrating Tang’s “real personality” but regards the erotized icon of
Chinese “femme fatale” as showing her acting skill of “impersonation” (B.King, 126). On the
other hand, the similarities and continuities of the image of girl-as-victim constructed through
the four films serve to re-shape a “familiarity” of her new onscreen persona, an austere and
innocent but pathetic girl-as-victim, which would be perceived as indicating Tang’s ‘real’
personality. In this sense, there are more possibilities that the public mixes the mediated
image of girl-as-victim with Tang’s personality and even links this with the mediated image
of Tang Wei-as-victim circulated in media platforms from 2008 onward. As a result, her
onscreen image of “female-as-victim” may further be highlighted and Tang may gain more
compassion from the audience.
Besides, the difference between the characters portrayed by Tang and her performance styles
in the four films imply that she can flexibly adapt her body and voice to suit the demands of
diverse narrative and shooting styles under different directors’ directions. On this artistic
level, the diversity of Tang’s acting styles highlights her acting potential and functions to
reconstruct and legitimize an image of an excellent film star-as-performer. On the social level,
Tang’s image of film star-as-performer can also further serve to undermine and subvert the
PRC’s state’s and the public’s negative evaluation of her overnight stardom as a “strip star”
or a “porn star”, who rises to fame not through excellent acting skills but only via nudity and
sexual scenes. In this sense, the great accomplishments of Tang’s flexible film performance
have been employed as a strategy to legitimize and reshape her stardom.
Hovering between Ordinariness and Extraordinariness: Off-screen Public Performance
Apart from Tang’s onscreen acting, her off-screen performance also can be regarded as a
strategy for reconstruction of her stardom. Her social behavior, gestures and facial
expressions in the public sphere also receive the public’s attention. As Christine Geraghty
argues, the circulated information on the star’s private life and off-screen performance should
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not be regarded as inferior to the film, since this information also plays a crucial role in
understanding the social meanings the star signifies (189). This reveals that the star and
his/her agent can not ignore the impact of his/her public performance on reconstruction of
his/her star image. Although stars’ social performance can be “edited” and seen only through
the mass media, like online videos, TV programs and online and printed articles, their
performance cannot be changed entirely and can remain stars’ subjectivity and activity more
or less, especially when the videos document their performance during the interviews,
promotion and premiere of their films. In this sense, Tang has freedom and motivation to
manipulate her public performance and to express her thoughts and ideas in front of cameras
to some degree.
Dyer has discussed the issue of star’s “exceptionality”. He asserts that there exists the extreme
contradiction between the “star-as-special” and the “star-as-ordinary” in the stardom (Dyer,
Stars 49-50). On the one hand, the star is often “treated as superlatives” who are “the most
something-or-other in the world--the most beautiful, the most expensive, the most sexy” (ibid.
49). The superlative nature of the star can be seen as his/her special charisma, which is related
to “the mystification of the star as a extraordinarily gifted screen idols endowed with
exceptional even magical talent” (Hollinger 31) and as an “embodiments of ideal ways of
behaving”, such as “heroes” and “models” (Dyer, Stars 24). On the other hand, the star can be
perceived as “ordinary people who live more expensively than the rest of us” (ibid. 49). Stars
are seen somewhat as “figures of identification expressing ‘how we are [ordinary people]
now’” and “personalize contemporary social issues, embodying current ideological
contradictions, social conflicts, and ethical struggles” (Hollinger 28).
However, Dyer and Holliger both attach little importance on the star’s “exceptionality” in
his/her public performance (= “off-screen performance”). As a crucial aspect of the star’s
performance, I argue that, his/her public performance also functions as a strategy for
construction of the star’s “exceptionality”. Such kind of “exceptionality” not only sets the star
apart from the ordinary people, but also distinguishes his/her stardom from other
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celebrities’/stars’ images and fames. In the case of Tang’s stardom, there similarly exists
contradiction between her ordinariness and specialness. It raises a question: how does Tang’s
(mediated) public performance balance such contradiction and then have a good influence on
her star image and the public’s reception of and identification with her stardom. In what
follows, I will try to position this issue in a certain ideological context of the contemporary
China, which is closely connected with traditional female moral virtues.
Tang performs the tension between ordinariness and extraordinariness through two aspects.
First of all, she often keeps an image of a simple modern girl-next-door via her casual and
informal dress and very little make-up when interviewed, but she also promotes her charisma
or seductiveness through her photos in fashion magazines. Some online videos show that
Tang often presented casual appearance, which includes her hair in an ordinary ponytail or
casual cape hairstyle, no revealing clothes, no jewellery, a pair of plain jeans or a simple
one-piece dress, no or little make-up, no high-heel shoes but ordinary hiking shoes
(tudou.com, 2010; sina.com, 2010; sohu.com, 2010, youtube, 2011). Such casual appearance
is so similar to the image of a low-key girl-next-door from our actual day-to-day experience
of society, that it allows the audience to identify with Tang as an ordinary girl without
extravagance and overt display of sexuality which are so common in other female stars.
Moreover, Tang’s statement about her dislike of fancy dresses and high-heel shoes also
highlights the image of a girl-next-door. For example, as the magazine The Bund reported,
when posing for pictures, Tang Wei felt so uncomfortable and had to fold her arms and cross
her legs to steady herself because she is “not used to wearing high heels” and now found it so
difficult walking forward (2010). Her image of “girl-next-door” in the public sphere is also
similar to her characters in the films, like Crossing Hennessy and Speed Angels, which serves
to blur the distinction between the ‘real-life’ Tang Wei and the her onscreen characters and to
allow the viewers to identify her as an average girl.
However, the photos in Tang’s fashion magazines and commercial ads show her as a lady with
seductiveness by eroticizing and beautifying her body and gestures. From 2010 onward,
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Tang’s images have been widely circulated on the covers of the national or international
fashion magazines, like Harper’s Bazaar (2010 & 2011)26 and Vogue (2012)27 (Fig. 5.
40--5.43), and in some commercial ads, like Fornevermark’s ads28. In these commercial
media29, with her enchanting smoke-eye make-up, Tang often wore a rather glamorous dress
and glitzy jewellery to shape herself as “femme fatale” and to present her charisma and sex
appeal to the public. In many media reports, Tang’ images in the fashion magazines were
described as a ‘femme fatale’ with specially glamorous, mysterious and erotic aura
(www.ixuanzhuang.com, 2012; http://et.21cn.com, 2012). The reports and the photos
circulating on the media platforms emphasized the flexibility of Tang’s body and her sex
appeals, which eventually set her apart from the average women with plain appearances and
construct and promote her charisma and specialness to the public.
(Fig. 5.40-5.43)
The fact that Tang’s image is figured as a simple girl-next-door and as erotic “femme fatale”
26 The pictures of Tang Wei in Harper’s Bazaar can be seen in these websites:
http://faystyle.com/blog/2011/08/chinese-actress-tang-wei-magazine-photoshoot/,
http://www.letv.com/ptv/vplay/1307821.html.








29 Although these fashion magazines and commercial ads are not produced in the mainland China, Tang’s photos
and performance in them has been shown and circulated across the mainland Chinese websites like youku.com
(http://v.youku.com/v_show/id_XMjQ2NTA0NzAw.html), tieba.baidu.com (http://tieba.baidu.com/p/1015378145),
haibao.com (http://star.haibao.com/article/185229.htm) and iqiyi.com
(http://www.iqiyi.com/zongyi/20120817/9d0b84664c293214.html). Therefore, these photos also can be perceived
by the mainland Chinese audience.
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─ these two are presented as diametrically opposed ─ raises an interesting question: how do
the two kinds of images influence the public perception of her star image respectively? Erving
Goffman’s categories of “the front stage performance” and “the backstage performance” serve
to provide insight into our understanding of this question. In Goffman’s theory, a person is a
performer who plays “a role he [or she] implicitly requests his [or her] observers [or audience]
to take seriously the impression that is fostered before them” (10). Individuals need to
maintain an authentic performance in order to manage their impression they wish the
audience to have of them. Such kind of elaborated social role-playing in front of the audience
can be regarded as “the front stage performance”. In contrast, the “backstage”, in Goffman’s
terms, means a time, space, or type of interaction where the social performers and their
audience both understand that they are not managing their “front stage performance”. When
their “backstage performance” is perceived as too distinct from their “front stage
performance” , the audience will view the backstage as real and authentic and the front-stage
as fake.
As for Tang, the public would perceive the erotic display of her image of “femme fatale”
promoted across her fashion magazines as her “front stage performance” which has been
elaborated by the fashion industries for consumer culture. In comparison, in her interviews,
Tang’s facial expression and gestures like a girl-next-door are easily understood as her
unmanaged “backstage performance”. It is because the interviews can not be “scripted”
completely by the interviewer and can reveal her “unscripted” action and behaviors. This
distinction between her “front-stage performance” (an erotic display of the “femme fatale”
across the fashion magazines) and “backstage performance” (her unmanaged and
subconscious action and behaviors in front of cameras) allows the audience to regard the
image of “femme fatale” as fictitious but the image of “girl-next-door” as authentic. In this
sense, the image of “femme fatale” is just viewed as Tang’s role-playing which does not
present her “real” personalities but shows her acting craft; her behavior like girl-next-door is
perceived as one part of her “real” qualities. Therefore, instead of the “erotic aura” on her
image of “femme fatale”, The innocence and simplicity of the “girl-next-door” image are
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perceived as Tang’s star persona. Tang’s innocence and simplicity is appropriate to the
standards of conventional female beauty and female moral virtues.
Secondly, Tang often displays her personality, such as friendliness, kindness, politeness and
even humility in front of cameras, which allows us to perceive her as an ordinary girl whom
the public ‘seems’ to feel familiar with, while she also remains low-key in her real life and
constructs mystification . We need to understand this issue in the special Chinese context. In
the conventional Chinese context, stars are often regarded as celebrities with extravagant
life-style and high wealth, who are so closely related to the China’s upper class with power
and wealth but high mystique. In this sense, although stars have no authority, yet like the
upper class dignitary, stars are also seen as such persons whom the public cannot gain ready
access. When Tang is friendly and personable, the public is surprised and recognizes her as an
ordinary girl.
As the reports say and the videos show, Tang performs her kind personality in three main
ways. Firstly, Tang often express friendliness to the reporters by saying something polite or
doing something kind-hearted. For example, as The Bund reported, on a meeting with
reporters, Tang firstly asked them a kind question “what do you want me to do?" in order to
express her kindness. After someone replies “Could you remove the necklace?”, Tang never
protested but quickly took the necklace off (2010). In Tang’s position, her necklace is used to
show her aura of stardom, but from the reporters’ viewpoints, the necklace may impact the
effect of taking photos, which is the reason why someone suggests she removes that. In
addition, some videos and pictures also show Tang’s respect for reporters through her
behavior. For example, as the video in Youku (2010) reported, when the paparazzo from Sohu
Company came across Tang Wei and made his light camp fall on the ground, Tang did not
express her coldness, but stooped to pick up the light camp for the paparazzo (Fig. 5.44 and
5.45)30. This kind of behavior of “stooping” shows Tang’s kind heart and subverts the public
30 The relevant pictures and reports can be seen in these websites:
http://ent.onlylady.com/yuleshijianbu-neidi-171381-2.html,
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impression of the Big-brand Stars like Tang and serves to identify her as an original person
rather than a star “putting on airs as a star”.
(Fig. 5. 44 & 5. 45)
Secondly, Tang often puts other people at ease with her smile and her gentle speech tones.
Tang’s ebullient and conversable behaviour and friendly facial expressions can be seen in
most of online videos. Tang often talks about her experiences and anecdotes during her film
shooting in a rather casual but proper manner and she always remain natural with an easy
smile and sometimes hearty laughter. For example, facing the interviewer from Sina
Entertainment, Tang always remains friendly smile and answers those questions very
naturally and politely (2012). Besides, even when some reports inquired about something
private, Tang is able to respond in a polite and friendly manner. For example, as the video
shows, when some reporter asked whether the guy meeting her at the airport was her
boyfriend, Tang firstly smiled and then laughingly said “Thanks for your ‘benediction’ and I
wish what you said becomes true!” to the reporter31. Such tactful and humorous words, on the
one hand, imply that Tang has denied the gossip; on the other hand, created an easy
atmosphere for their communication and made a friendly impression for herself.
Thirdly, Tang often discloses her vulnerability with regards to her screen acting on media
platforms. There are two examples. In the first example, when Tang was asked “how do you
feel her acting in Cross Hennessy”, Tang laughingly answered that “I feel that I did not
portray the character very well” and then she quickly said “sorry” to the director Ivy Ho who
stood beside her (youtube.com, 2010). In the second example, as 163.com reported (2011),
http://v.youku.com/v_show/id_XMTg1ODY3MDY4.html.
31 The relevant video can be seen in the website: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n7CFceYZNd8.
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Tang is also quoted saying that she faced a big challenge when she portrayed a mother during
the shooting of Dragon (2011), because she does not have an experience of being a mother in
her real life. Therefore, she had to ask her co-star Donnie Yen on how to tend to children.
This exposure of her humility about her acting demystifies her onscreen acting and presents
herself as an ordinary actress to the public. Although her emphasis on her weakness of film
acting to some degree is not beneficial to the audience’s identification with her stardom, yet it
serves to strengthen the authenticity and credibility of Tang’s words and implies that her good
acting accomplishments result from her diligence rather than her inherent charisma. In this
sense, the distinction between Tang and other unknown actor/actress is blurred.
The construction of Tang’s mystique, specifically regarding her private life,results from her
keeping silent and low-key. Having been absent from the entertainment industry from 2008 to
2010, Tang seldom tells about her two-year private life in details. She still kept a cautious &
low public profile when her return had been widely covered by Chinese media in 2010. As
Erving Goffman argues, keeping the situation of mystification serves to keep a necessary
social distance with the audience, which can put them in the position where they perceive the
performers’ acting as something revered and thus keep them at a sense of awe (54). Tang just
tells that she developed her English level and acting skills and acted out in some stage play in
London for three months and then went to Hong Kong and Seattle for portraying in Cross
Hennessy and Late Autumn respectively. Without more details, the audience may speculate
how Tang made a living and studied overseas after the ban.
An article named “Tang Wei said: I ‘sold’ my talents in the street in Britain after the ban” is
noteworthy. In the first person, the author said herself Tang Wei and described her experience
and mind in London. From 2010 onward, this article was widely circulated online
(xinhuanet.com, 2010; sina.com.cn, 2010; chinatimes.com, 2011)32 and seems to offer the
audience more information about Tang’s real experience and real thoughts. The whole article




narrates how Tang tried her best to make living in London and depicts her as a hard-working
girl in the face of hardship. Therefore, this article serves to help Tang to leave a very positive
impression on the public. However, Tang’s agent denied the authenticity of the article and still
rejected to disclose more details about Tang’s real experience in London (ent.163.com,
2010)33. Tang’s agent works to maintain the mystery surrounding of her real experience in
London. Whether the article is credible or not, Tang constructed and maintained her
mystification in the face to the public and the media through her agent’s help, which functions
to keep the audience and the mass media at a strong sense of “awe” and “unfamiliar-ness”.
In addition, Tang often shows off her good language skills in the public sphere, serving to
construct the transnational nature of her stardom, which is one part of the extraordinariness of
her stardom. We need to put this issue into the special cultural phenomenon: transnational
stardom in the contemporary China. Recently, whether a Chinese star can speak English or
other foreign languages fluently has been perceived as a key criterion for qualifying him/her
to be called a “transnational” Chinese star. The entertainment news that some mainland
female stars with international fame, like the big-grand female stars Fan Bingbing and Zhang
Ziyi, fail to use English fluently often becomes an ironic media event, which is derided by the
public. In this sense, the display of Tang’s good performance of speaking English allows us to
regard her as a qualified transnational star who is set apart from the other Chinese stars. In
addition, another specialness of Tang lies in her masterful Cantonese speaking, which is the
skill many mainland Chinese stars lack. Tang’s excellent Cantonese also functions to allow
the public to identify her with a Hong Kong Star and an international star good at a few
languages.
Conclusion
In this chapter, I have respectively explored the positive roles of stars’ onscreen acting and
33 The information about Tang’s agent’s reaction to the article can be seen in the website:
http://ent.163.com/10/0422/18/64T4JHQ000031H2L.html
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offscreen performance in re-constructing their stardom through the case study of Tang Wei.
For one thing, I argue that her film performance is an important strategy to re-construct
Tang’s star image in two ways. Firstly, the relative similarity and stability of her characters
function as maintenance of a pure and innocent lady/girl with inner emotional vulnerability. It
serves to subvert her previous controversial image of “femme fatale” in Lust, Caution.
Secondly, the difference between her characters and that between her diversified acting crafts
also functions to reshape a public image of excellent film performers. It in turn undermines
the PRC’s official and the public’s negative evaluation of her stardom as a “stripping star”.
In addition, the tension between ordinariness and extraordinariness in Tang’s off-screen
performance also has a positive impact on her stardom. On one hand, the construction of the
ordinary nature of her public performance serves to enhance the audience’s identification with
her stardom and develop the authenticity of her image of the “girl-next-door”. This public
image meets the standard of a “good girl” who possesses traditional female moral virtues. On
the other hand, the special nature of Tang’s stardom is based on her promotion of her own
unique glamour and charisma across various media texts, her maintenance of mystification
and her good language skills. In doing so, her extraordinariness functions to set herself apart
from other Chinese (female) stars and the common people, enhancing her fame.
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Chapter 6 Conclusion
As emphasized in the introductory chapter, transnational female stardom has become a crucial
phenomenon in mainland Chinese film culture at the beginning of the 21st century. My
analysis of Tang Wei’s stardom provides a particularly interesting case study for the
examination of the specificity of transnational Chinese female stardom. This case study
enriches our understanding of the interaction between transnational Chinese female stardom
and ideological issues in the contemporary mainland Chinese context, such as patriarchal
values, sexuality and national identity. Moreover, investigating Tang’s stardom also helps
scholars to understand the increasing significance of Chinese popular culture at the global
level and to fill the gaps in the field of celebrity studies which “have largely been
characterized by a high degree of [western-centrism]” (Fisher & Landy 8).
In the previous five chapters, I have examined the tension and interaction between Tang’s
stardom and ideological issues at each distinct stage of her career from 2006 to 2012.
However, I have yet to attempt to extrapolate and generalize what the tension and interaction
mean for transnational Chinese female stars like Tang in general. This is the aim of this final
chapter. In what follows, I will explicate how the process of Tang’s rise to stardom provides
insights into the complexity of the Chinese female star phenomenon.
TangWei and Ideal Femininity in Chinese Patriarchal Culture
In Tang’s stardom, ideal conventional Chinese femininity always hovers between her
onscreen image and her social performance. In Chapter 2, I have highlighted that Tang Wei’s
charisma through her qingchun qizhi (e.g., “purity” and “innocence”) has initially offered her
a positive star image. In addition, in the next chapter, I argue that Ang Lee’s powerful
manipulation of Tang’s onscreen image has made her body construct an ideal traditional
Chinese beauty with classic artistic skills and refined behaviors. After her ban from public
appearance from March 2008 to April 2010, as discussed in Chapter 4, the mass media and
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gossips have depicted Tang as a pitiful and innocent female victim and an embodiment of
chastity-oriented female moral virtues in the Chinese showbiz. After the ban was lifted, Tang
retained the image of simplicity and innocence; she is but a pitiful female victim on screen
and a special actress with modesty, circumspection, silence and refinement in her public
performance (Chapter 5).
Terms like “qingchun”, “innocence”, “refinement”, “chastity”, “silence” and “modesty”
places female moral virtues within Chinese Confucian discourses. This can, to some degree,
account for why Tang has received more and more positive evaluation. However, we must
factor in the Confucian female moral virtues that underpin Chinese patriarchal values, which
objectifies females and represses female subjectivity. A typical example of this is how the
saying “silence is golden” (news.sohu.com, 2010) had become a crucial strategy for Tang’s
renewal. “Silence” means that she has to assume the state of having little or no voice. It also
implies that she is not allowed to express and circulate her viewpoints entirely freely in the
public sphere. However, iconically we have seen the positive role of the principle “silence is
golden” in reconstructing Tang’s stardom and her good reputation, suggesting that
conventional Confucian female moral virtues still have high ideological power in the current
post-socialist China. Only when contemporary female stars like Tang behave on and off
screen in the manners which conform to the ideal femininity in Confucianism, can their star
image be perceived as the embodiment of “a good girl” in public discourses.
In contrast, when a female star does not meet such conventionally Confucian moral criteria,
she will be confronted with censure and rejection; and may even experience a career decline.
The censure by the public against Tang’s sexually explicit scenes in Lust, Caution and the
following official ban provide crucial evidence for this argument. The official discourses also
delegitimized and stigmatized her fame by linking her budding stardom with her sex
performance. Owing to the state’s ban, her career immediately suffered a serious setback.
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In order to regain public endorsement, Tang reshaped her image through her careful choice of
roles with the help of her manager, Bill Kong. From 2009 onward, she chose characters
whose personalities reflected the female moral virtues and ideal femininity in Confucian
discourses. In addition, she no longer acted out sex scenes. Based on her cautious choice of
roles, she “revivified” her stardom successfully and received positive comments. The
resuscitation of her career reveals that current Chinese female stars like Tang still lack the
freedom to portray certain characters and act in scenes that are deemed unacceptable by the
conventional patriarchal culture.
However, we should not ignore the fact that Tang’s rapid ascent to transnational stardom
resulted from her nudity and sex performance in Lust, Caution. During the filming, Ang Lee
manipulated her body through a serious performance training in order to eroticize and
exoticize her body as an onscreen object for the male gaze. This mechanism of Ang Lee’s
manipulation implies that Tang (as a then-unknown actress) had little power to assert control
over the cinematic representation of her body and had to adjust her body to follow a male
director’s (Ang Lee’s) aesthetic tastes and desire. In addition, her nudity and sexually explicit
scenes also became the selling point of this movie in its promotion. The publicity of the
movie aroused much interest in the mainland Chinese audience who watched the film in
cinemas or bought the un-cut version of the film on DVD. Tang’s eroticized body has met the
voyeuristic scopophilia of Chinese audience. Although Tang’s explicitly sexual performance
has subverted the visual taboos of Chinese conservatism, the eroticization of her body also
renders her body as a vehicle for the proliferation of a male-dominated consumerist culture
and heterosexual male voyeuristic gaze.
Therefore, both Tang’s sexualized performance and her traditional femininity, like
“innocence”, “silence”, “chastity” and “refinement”, cater to the taste of a male-dominated
culture. Her image always hovers between qingchun qizhi and seductiveness. Whether the
audience’s comments about her star image are negative or positive also depend on the
presentation of her chastity-oriented femininity and seductive femininity on screen and in the
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public performance. However, Tang’s viewpoint and thoughts failed to draw most of the
audience’s attention. This also implies that Chinese female stars like Tang are often perceived
as a sign which signifies male thoughts and as an object which satisfies male desire. In this
sense, I argue that the negative and positive public discourses about Tang’s stardom are
essentially the outcome of negotiation and tension between two sides of male-dominated
ideological powers in the contemporary Chinese context. One side is Confucian
conservatism/moralism which advocates chastity-oriented femininity, traditional female moral
virtues and asceticism; the other side is the discourse of (sex) liberalism where men have
more freedom to satisfy their sexual pleasure by defining women as sexual objects available
for men's consumption.
TangWei’s Acting Skills and Performance
As Chen Xiaoyun claims, contemporary Chinese female stars, like Liu Xiaoqing, Gong Li
and Zhang Ziyi often trigger public debates about their stardom, but such debates are rarely
related to the actresses’ acting skills (2007). However, in the case of Tang Wei’s stardom, the
situation is more complicated. In the media, Tang’s acting skills have often been discussed.
Before the shooting of Lust, Caution, many raised the following questions: how did qingchun
Tang Wei show the seductive attractiveness of Wang Jiazhi? (Chapter 2). When the film was
released, the media coverage focused on the question how she trained and adjusted her body
and put herself into the role of Wang Jiazhi under Ang Lee’s guidance (Chapter 3). In
particular, some of the negative discourses about Tang resulted from the verisimilitude of her
acting in the sexually explicit scenes. Although officials have restricted Tang’s fame, yet they
also acknowledged that Tang’s acting skills are excellent (Chapter 4). After the ban was lifted,
Tang always highlighted her wish that the public would pay more attention to the quality of
her acting and to the characters she played, rather than focusing on other aspects of her career
(e.g., her ban from public appearance). As many online video interviews with Tang showed,
she displays strong commitment to new roles in new movies and she explained how she
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overcame the many setbacks and gained a sense of achievement. Even in commercial
advertisements, for instance, SK-II, Tang still centers on her film acting.34
The phenomenon of Tang emphasizing her acting skills in the media also needs to be
understood within the mainland Chinese context. One the one hand, it is noteworthy that the
tradition that Chinese female stars are “morally and sexually suspect” (Chang 152-155) still
influences the part of Chinese audience’s comments on female stars’ images (seeing Chapter
2). This implies that, when a female star acts out sex scenes, the public would focus more on
her bold exploitation of sex and ignore her acting accomplishments. As Chapter 4 asserts, the
special mechanism of film commentary/criticism which takes priority over moral evaluation
still functions in post-socialist China. Therefore, such a female star may be considered as a
yanxing (艳星) (literally, “erotic star”, means the female star who rises to stardom merely by
her sex performance) and undergoes moral condemnation. In this sense, Tang’s emphasis on
film acting serves to shift public attention to her acting potential and resist the domination of
moral evaluation in film commentary/criticism in Chinese culture.
On the other hand, without a system like classical Hollywood star system (where film stars
are rather significant vehicle to appeal to the audience and to increase the box office of a
movie), Chinese film stars never shoulder the main responsibilities for the box office
performance of a movie (Feng Xiaogang; Liu Chenjun; ‘cryingrose8031’). Moreover, they do
not hold as much power as their Hollywood counterparts within the film industry.. In contrast,
Chinese film stars often need to strengthen their stardom by broadening their range of roles in
the movies or by increasing the exposure of their public appearance in the extra-filmic sphere.
As Sabrina Yu argues, the multimedia and multi-genre image of Chinese stars shows their
diverse abilities, but also serves as an intentional strategy for survival in the cut-throat
competition (237). Chinese stars’ incredible flexibility exactly indicates their “vulnerability
within highly competitive film industries” (S.Yu 237). Therefore, the ability to portray




different characters and meet different requirements for distinct acting styles are beneficial to
the development of a Chinese star’s career. This can, to some degree, account for why Tang
and the directors are so passionate to comment on her acting skills during interviews.
As a key component of constructing the actors’ stardom, acting abilities are never ignored by
the stars, directors and mass media in the competitive Chinese showbiz. However, Chinese
stars’ film acting is seldom analyzed in systematic theoretical frameworks in Chinese media
culture. In the case of Tang, most of the information about her acting skills comes from the
quoted statements of her directors, like Ang Lee, Peter Chan and Ivy Ho and her own.
Additionally, comments about Tang’s acting are rather rare in (online) media platforms; I
found only one essay discussing this, named “In comparison with other actresses, on what
level Tang’s acting is?” in the zhihu.com website (2013). In this essay, the author
Weimengersheng (为梦而生) argues that Tang needs a good director to direct and train her
body for good cinematic representation of her characters. According to the analysis, Tang is a
typical actress who is good at the acting style of biaoxian pai ( 表 现 派 ， literally,
“representing”), which means something similar to “outside-in” acting (basing one’s
performance on limitation and traditional acting skills without ever losing oneself in the role),
but is not accomplished in that of tiyan pai (体验派， literally, meaning “experiencing”),
which is similar to “inside-out” acting style (basing one’s performance on deeply felt inner
emotions, living the role).
Drawing on western scholarship in the field of research on acting, I can understand the
“inside-out” acting style as one of the acting techniques of Stanislavski’s System. In his
theory, the actor should involved with the character in terms of emotion and psychology. In
contrast, the “outside-in” acting technique can be viewed as an anti-emotionalist performance
supported by Denis Diderot and Benoit Coquelin (Dyer, Stars 206-7). They claim that,
without an actor’s emotional involvement with a character, actors need to perfect their
techniques aiming to create the external signs of a character’s emotions.
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Weimengersheng claims that Tang is not good at the acting method of “inside-out” in
Stanislavski’s System, and the evidence for this is that she often faced setbacks and failed to
perform satisfyingly when she substituted her emotions for those of her characters. However,
one of the reasons why Tang could portray Wang Jiazhi (a role with rich and subtle inner
emotional changes) very well was that Ang Lee had good directing skills in assisting and
training her. In contrast, as the author claims, Tang has mastered anti-emotionalist acting. The
evidence is that, in Late Autumn, she can be independent of the director’s help and portray
Anna very excellently without her emotional involvement with Anna.
Comparing the argument with my analysis in Chapter 5 and Tang’s statements, I find that
Tang’s acting is eclectic and the author’s comment a tad simplistic. On one hand, Tang often
says that she cannot act well if she fails to feel the inner emotions of the characters--via the
“inside-out” acting style. For Tang, the best way of living the roles is experiencing the
real-life surroundings where the character lives. On the other hand, Tang does not reject other
acting styles. For example, Tang said that she went to prison for a long time in order to
identify with the prisoners’ real inner emotions before she portrayed the prisoner, Anna in
Late Autumn. However, during the filming, she still adjusted her body and voice to meet the
director’s requirements, employing a minimalist acting style. In Lust, Caution, although Tang
has developed the “inside-out” acting skills--living the part of Wang Jiazhi--with the guidance
of Ang Lee, Tang had to learn the refined behavior of “old-Shanghai” ladies for three months
before filming. Therefore, Tang’s acting style cannot be purely labeled an “outside-in” style or
an “inside-out” style.
In any case, the mass media has shown more interest in Tang’s onscreen sexualized
performance than the analysis of her film acting craft. This reveals another special aspect of
film commentary/criticism in Chinese media culture. How she acted out the sexually explicit
scenes attracted the public’s attention. Some netizens examined her three coitus scenes with
Tony Leung by performing textual analysis of Lust, Caution. However, the goal of their
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analysis was not to comment on the aesthetic values of Tang’s acting but to explore the issue
of whether she had had real sex with Tony Leung during the filming. What remains important
to note is that such analysis points ultimately to the audience’s voyeurism. The public’s
extreme attention to the issue of whether Tang engaged in an actual sex act in the sex scenes
also suggests that, as for the Chinese (female) stars like Tang, the aesthetic critique of their
acting crafts is not regarded as a crucial component of the public’s discussion about their
stardom. It also shows that most Chinese audience has little idea and knowledge about screen
acting as a craft.
The discrepancy between Tang’s emphasis on film acting crafts---an aesthetic issue---and the
public’s extreme focus on her sex performance in terms of patriarchal moralism or
male-dominated voyeurism---an un-aesthetic issue--indicates a severe disharmony between
(female) stars’ performance and the public’s reception of it. However, this special situation
does not mean that (female) stars may ignore their film acting crafts and social performance.
The resuscitation of Tang’s stardom reveals that film acting and effective social performance
still play a positive role in (re)constructing (female) stars’ image and transforming the public
discourses about it (Chapter 5).
TangWei and National Discourses
As one of the transnational female stars, Tang’s star image is often regarded as a symbol of
the Chinese national image. As mentioned in the beginning of Chapter 3, the well known
transnational Chinese female star, Zhang Ziyi received many Chinese nationalists’ negative
comments for her sexual scenes with a Western actor in The Horsemen. However, in the case
of Tang Wei, although she portrayed Wang Jiazhi, a woman falling in love with the traitor Mr.
Yee and was directly involved in sexually explicit scenes with Tony Leung in Lust, Caution,
she did not receive negative reviews related to nationalist discourses. Instead, netizens
censured her as a “slut” only owing to the verisimilitude of her sex scenes. Until Tang
suffered from the official ban, the official explanation of the ban was still related to her bold
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sex performance rather than her role of national betrayer. Therefore, this situation raises the
question of how to understand the complex interaction between Tang’s transnational stardom
and national(ist) discourses.
First of all, I argue that Tang’s transnational star image cannot resist the influence of
male-dominated national discourses and carries a symbolic implication of “Chineseness”. As
one of the transnational female stars in the mainland Chinese context, Tang’s raise to stardom
is closely entangled with the controversial character Wang Jiazhi and the “Chinese” aura of
her body manipulated by Ang Lee. In Chapter 3, I argued that Tang Wei’s body has been
manipulated as an embodiment of Ang Lee’s personal memory, his fantasy for refined
Chinese culture and his desire for conventional Chinese femininity. The body of Wang Jiazhi
wearing qipao and behaving with “old-Shanghai” manners has allowed herself to become a
cultural icon symbolically associated with Chineseness in the transnational film industry.
Therefore, all the images of Tang Wei/Wang Jiazhi in qipao across various media texts, like
movies and online reportage, promote and advertise Chinese femininity and Chineseness to
the world (Fig. 6.1). This way of promoting Chineseness has the same effect as the global
exposure of other Chinese female stars (e.g. Gong Li, Zhang Ziyi and Fan Bingbing) when
they wear their glamourized qipao-like dresses in many international film festivals (Fig. 6.2 ─
6.4).
(Fig. 6.1─ 6. 4)
Then, why does the controversial character Wang Jiazhi not cause the radical Chinese
nationalist to engage in negative discourses about Tang’s star image? This is understandable
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when considering that most of the actresses are put in lower positions and have less power to
make final decisions than the directors and the males in the Chinese film industry (Chapter 3).
The inequality between the powers of (female) performers and (male) directors has influenced
the Chinese audience’s distinct evaluations of Tang Wei and Ang Lee. When the controversial
character Wang Jiazhi captured the audience’s attention, most of the jacobinical nationalists
tended to censure Ang Lee, the director of the movie as a “national traitor” instead of
criticizing Tang. After Tang was banned from public appearance, some netizens questioned
why Ang Lee and the big-brand male star Tony Leung were not banned or punished (Chapter
4).
When the body of the Chinese female star is transformed into a national and ethnic icon
symbolically associated with the Chinese, the cinematic representation of its sexuality also
carries powerful nationalistic implications. The female stars’ body is now perceived as “a
body of the nation”: a body representing the nation as well as a body belonging to the nation.
From the public’s perspective, the sexual scenes depicted by this body signify that “a body of
China”/a feminine and powerless body is copulating with “a body of other countries”/a
masculine and powerful body. This act is further refracted through the complex prism of
Chinese traditional patriarchy that devalues the female body. With the ‘body of China’ not
merely weak and feminized but also conquered by an external (foreign) body, it is no wonder
that Tang’s triggered the strong resentment of Chinese nationalists.
As briefly mentioned above, their resentment is also associated with the traditional
chastity-obsessed patriarchal values. The Confucian female moral virtues require the female
to maintain sexual purity and absolute fidelity to her husband (Fangqi Du & Susan Mann
219-21). The female body is also regarded as an object of male desire of her husband and as a
kind of domestic property of her husband’s family. When these chastity-centred patriarchal
values are combined with Chinese modern nationalism, the female is perceived as one kind of
“national property” and they are required to keep their bodies to be absolutely loyal to the
national male in terms of sex acts. According to such logic, when Chinese female stars act out
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sex scenes with foreign males, they would be regarded as a female betrayer against
national/local male and even the nation. By contrast, a Chinese female star’s sex scenes with
Chinese males are not perceived as betrayal against China.
However, it is noticeable that the characters portrayed by female stars need to be
distinguished from the real-life actresses. The distinct attitudes towards Tang Wei’s and Zhang
Ziyi’s sex scenes among the public also indicate that most of the Chinese audience still mix a
film performer’s onscreen acting with their real-life persona. The public is still used to
evaluating and reconstructing their stardom by considering their onscreen acting as
“performing themselves”. Therefore, when this mode of evaluation is related to serious
nationalist issues, any transgressive onscreen acts which subvert such female moral virtues
would be regarded as the “real” acting and give rise to negative reactions in nationalist
discourse. This also implies that national/nationalist discourses still have male-dominated
implications and play a powerful role in influencing the public reception, interpretation and
evaluation of transnational Chinese (female) stardom, like Tang Wei’s or Zhang Ziyi’s.
Secondly, nationalist/national discourses lack absolute power to control the development of
transnational Chinese female stars like Tang Wei. On one hand, in the 21st century, the boom
of transnational film co-productions in the pan-Chinese territory (i.e., Hong Kong, Taiwan
and P. R. China) and the pan-East-Asian region has provided mainland Chinese (female) stars
with more freedom and possibilities in film-making and maintain their stardom and fame than
before. This implies that Chinese stars are not completely subject to the influence of
nationalist discourses and national authorities, because they have the more chances to obtain
financial, political and social support from overseas sources. In the case of Tang, although her
stardom has been delegitimized and undermined by the nation-state ban in the mainland
Chinese market, she can get some assistance from some transnational film companies, like the
Hong Kong-based Edko Films and from some transnational film makers, like Ang Lee, Ivy
Ho and Kim Tae-yong. For example, with the help of the head of Edko Films, Bill Kong,
Tang successfully signed a long-term contract with Edko Films and was guaranteed a chance
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to participate in the non-PRC national film production of Crossing Hennessy and Late
Autumn.
On the other hand, mainland Chinese stars can now obtain non-mainland citizenship (e.g.,
Hong Kong citizenship) more easily than before, which offers them more convenience to join
transnational film co-productions. After changing their citizenship or nationality, they
transform their identities, which also implies that the Chinese nationalist discourses and the
Chinese national authority would have less impact on and less control over their stardom. In
the case of Tang, after she obtained Hong Kong citizenship and became a Hong Kong film
star, she began to take charge of her stardom by portraying female lead roles in Crossing
Hennessy and Late Autumn, both of which are made outside mainland China.
Tang’s stardom also can be seen as an epitome of the tension and conflict between
transnational stardom and national power in the current post-socialist Chinese context.
However, it is noticeable that Tang, her agent and her manager, Bill Kong never gave up the
mainland Chinese film markets, but has attached importance to possibilities that can renew
Tang’s public appearance across the mainland Chinese media. Moreover, the reason why Tang
struggled to obtain Hong Kong citizenship was that she was banned from public appearance
in the mainland mass media, which implies that transnational stars like Tang hardly have the
self-consciousness, power and activity to resist the male-dominated national authority and
nationalist discourses. Tang’s non-mainland citizenship is just used as a tool for renewing and
maintaining her transnational stardom rather than as a strategy for fighting against the
mainstream national discourses and official authority. Although many netizens and scholars
have written in support of Tang’s stardom and to fight against the illogical and absurd official
ban (Chapter 4), she has still maintained silence and never expressed her dissatisfaction and
resistance against the ban and the official discourse. In this sense, the renewal of Tang’s
stardom in the mainland Chinese market does not mark the victory of transnational
stardom/star power against the dominated Chinese national authority and nationalist
discourses. On the contrary, the resuscitation of her celebrity status should be viewed as just
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the outcome of negotiation and collusion between national authority/nationalist discourses
and transnational capital operations.
To sum up, this thesis has examined the interaction and tension between transnational Chinese
female stardom and ideological discourses in the context of contemporary post-socialist China
through the case study of Tang Wei. Firstly, the male-dominated and nationalist ideology are
closely associated with each other and remain impactful on the public reception of Chinese
female stars like Tang, forcing the bodies of Chinese female stars to be symbolically
entangled with ideal traditional femininity and “Chineseness”. Secondly, owing to the boom
of transnational film co-productions, the PRC government and Confucian conservatism has
less power to control transnational Chinese female stars like Tang but this does not mean that
these female stars hold power in resisting official authority and male-dominated culture. In
contrast, Tang’s rapid ascent to transnational fame and her struggle for resuscitation of her
stardom in the mainland China film market reveals that Chinese female stars still needs to
negotiate with the official discourses and the male-dominated consumerist culture in order to
maintain and enhance her transnational stardom. Thirdly, the public’s ignorance about the
aesthetic criticism of their screen acting and the morality-oriented perception of female stars,
on the one hand, place them as morally suspect; on the other hand, make them attach
importance to ethic meanings of acting. Chinese female stars shoulder the responsibility of
male-dominated “good” and “healthy” onscreen and offscreen performance through which
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